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treatment. The two primary objectives of my research are: 1) to investigate the feasibility 

of using femtosecond pulsed laser radiation to ablate urinary calculus of various 

compositions. The laser-calculus interaction mechanism was characterized using pump 

probe imaging and fast flash imaging. A novel fiber delivery system was developed to 

transmit and focus high energy femtosecond pulses for urinary calculus lithotripsy. The 

successful demonstration of the femtosecond laser lithotripsy provided a promising 

treatment method better than the existing long-pulse laser lithotripsy in a few different 

aspects, including less collateral damage to surrounding tissue, small-size debris and 

more controlled experimental condition. 2) to investigate the depth limitation of 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 MOTIVATION 

Femtosecond lasers have recently received much attention by scientists, engineers 

and entrepreneurs as they provide unique ablation effects compared to conventional short 

pulsed lasers (picosecond or nanosecond pulse duration). A typical femtosecond laser has 

a pulse duration of several ten to several hundred femtoseconds; in comparison the pulse 

duration is about one-billion times shorter than that of microsecond lasers (e.g., free-

running Ho:YAG laser) or about ten thousand times shorter than that of nanosecond 

lasers (e.g., Q-switched Nd:YAG laser). If a femtosecond pulsed laser beam is focused 

into a material, power density near the focus is large and may cause nonlinear ionization 

of the material.(1, 2) The laser pulse transfers energy to the electrons in the material 

through multiphoton absorption at the beginning of the laser pulse. Subsequently, 

incoming laser energy correlated to the same pulse is absorbed by the free electrons 

providing acceleration and additional free electrons through avalanche ionization.(3) The 

number of high speed free electrons can be sufficiently large and behave as a plasma 

colliding to remove ions and atoms from the bulk material. A number of unique 

advantages of femtosecond laser ablation over long pulsed laser ablation are recognized. 

First, femtosecond pulses are of extremely short duration, allowing use of a small pulse 

energy to reach a damage threshold. Less energy can contribute to collateral damage 

since the duration of the pulse is much shorter than the time for shock wave or thermal 

wave propagation. Second, the laser pulse transfers energy to the electrons through 

multiphoton absorption during pulsed laser irradiation. Absorption of femtosecond 

radiation may be wavelength independent and does not require matching wavelength to 
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the linear absorption characteristics of the material. Third, femtosecond laser ablation 

only occurs at the focal volume due to the nonlinear nature of the absorption process.  

Subsurface ablation can be achieved in materials that are transparent to light of the same 

wavelength at much lower fluences. Finally, micron size debris are produced because the 

ablation is a plasma mediated process.(4, 5) 

Femtosecond laser ablation is used widely in several application areas, including 

medical device manufacturing, industrial laser processing, medical therapies and 

bioscience applications.(1, 6, 7) For instance, femtosecond laser systems are used to 

manufacture cardiovascular (CV) stents.(7) Medical therapy, such as intrastromal 

femtosecond LASIK surgery, has achieved great clinical successes.(8) A number of 

ongoing investigations have been reported implementing femtosecond laser ablation for 

either biological or clinical applications.(1, 8) An important biological application is 

selective disruption of individual cellular organelles. A tightly focused femtosecond 

beam is capable of non-invasive nanometer-sized dissection of organelles.(9) The 

technique is utilized widely in different biological fields to facilitate understanding of 

molecular or biophysical mechanisms related to dissected organelles. Clinical 

applications of femtosecond ablation include ophthalmic surgery, dental surgery(10), 

psoriatic nail treatment(11), and middle ear surgery(4, 12). Ophthalmic surgery, such as 

femtosecond presbyopia treatment, has obtained excellent results on human subjects for 

early stage evaluation.(13) Middle ear surgery, especially stapedotomy, has recently 

received more attention.  

Clinical applications of femtosecond laser ablation did not generate a critical mass 

of interest until recently. An important factor for relatively slow adoption of some clinical 

procedures is cost of candidate femtosecond lasers. However, the increasingly 
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widespread use of femtosecond lasers has motivated a number of technical improvements 

in femtosecond laser systems. Scientific femtosecond laser systems using a Ti:sapphire 

crystal as a gain medium can now provide millijoule level femtosecond pulses.(14) An 

additional advancement to more compact and cost-effective femtosecond laser systems 

has been achieved commercially. Several clinical femtosecond laser systems are available 

in the market, including smart light (Raydiance Inc. Petaluma, California), FCPA µJewel 

(Imra America, Inc. Ann Arbor, Michigan), Intralase (Abbott Laboratories Inc. Santa 

Ana, California) and s-Pulse (Amplitude Systemes, Bordeaux, France). New approaches 

to overcome the existing limitations are also under investigation for more reliable and 

cost-effective femtosecond laser systems. The focus of my research is thus to develop and 

demonstrate novel clinical applications of femtosecond laser ablation.   

The Biomedical Engineering Laser laboratory has a long history of investigating 

various pulsed lasers for human urinary calculus (kidney stone) lithotripsy and various 

dermatological treatments. In an effort to identify a laser source that can overcome the 

existing limitations and outperform conventional long-pulse lasers in those research 

areas, we tested a near-infrared femtosecond laser emitting pulsed light at 800nm.  

1.2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The two primary objectives of my research are: 1) to investigate the clinical 

feasibility of using femtosecond pulsed laser radiation to ablate urinary calculus of 

various compositions. The laser-calculus interaction mechanism was characterized using 

pump-probe imaging and fast flash imaging. A novel fiber delivery system was 

developed to transmit and focus high energy femtosecond pulses for urinary calculus 

lithotripsy. Successful demonstration of femtosecond laser lithotripsy provided a 

promising treatment method to improve over the existing long-pulse laser lithotripsy in a 
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few different aspects, including less collateral damage to surrounding tissue, small-size 

debris and negligible stone retropulsion. 2) to investigate the depth limitation of 

femtosecond subsurface ablation in highly scattering skin specimens and develop a 

prototype tissue optical clearing device to enhance femtosecond beam penetration for 

producing deeper subsurface cavities in the skin. Successful demonstration of the 

prototype optical clearing device has potential to motivate the development of new 

femtosecond-based therapies for reshaping or removing subcutaneous tissues. 

1.3 DISSERTATION OVERVIEW   

The dissertation is structurally divided into three major parts. The first part is a 

background introduction (Chapters 2, 3 and 4). The second part focuses on the 

experimental investigation of femtosecond laser urinary calculus lithotripsy (Chapters 5 

and 6). The third part describes the development of a prototype tissue optical clearing 

device and experimental results when applying the device to rodent skin for subsurface 

photoablation (Chapter 7). At last, conclusions and future studies are presented (Chapter 

8).  

Chapter 2 provides an introduction to pulsed laser tissue interactions and 

especially femtosecond laser tissue interactions. Typical phenomena relevant to 

propagation of low fluence light through biological tissue are discussed briefly. A few 

nonlinear phenomena associated with propagation of high power density femtosecond 

pulses through biological tissue are also discussed.  At last a brief introduction of 

femtosecond laser is presented.  

 Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy is reviewed in chapter 3. The long-pulse Ho:YAG laser 

has been used for intracorporeal laser lithotripsy of urinary calculi since the mid-1990’s 

and is considered the “gold standard” modality for endoscopic laser lithotripsy. We 
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present an overview of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy. We begin with an introduction of the 

ablative mechanism of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy, and compare to short-pulse (less than 

10 µsec) laser lithotripsy. Ablative properties of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy are reviewed 

and we summarize several practical problems and safety issues of existing optical fibers 

for  Ho:YAG lithotripsy. The chapter provides the background and directions of next 

generation laser lithotripsy. (Published in International Journal of Medical and 

Biological Frontiers). 

In Chapter 4, we report results of a study evaluating a fluoride glass fiber to 

transmit Er:YAG pulsed laser light for laser lithotripsy and compare to a sapphire fiber 

that provides good transmission of Er:YAG light at low irradiance. The successful 

completion of the project helped the author to understand better current limitations of 

long-pulse urinary calculus lithotripsy and expedite the femtosecond research. The long-

pulse (200-350µs) Holmium:YAG (Ho:YAG) laser (λ=2.12µm) is used extensively in 

urology for laser lithotripsy. The long-pulse Erbium:YAG (Er:YAG) laser (λ=2.94µm) 

fragments urinary calculi up to 5 times more efficiently than the Ho:YAG laser, however, 

no optical fibers are available to transmit efficiently 2.94µm laser light for laser 

lithotripsy. Recently, a new type of ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber was developed using an 

improved fabrication process that provides substantially reduced light attenuation (0.036 

dB/m) at the Er:YAG wavelength(2.97 m). The primary purpose of this study was to 

test transmission efficiency and ablation properties of the ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber for 

Er:YAG laser lithotripsy and compare to the same diameter sapphire fiber. From our 

experimental results, the fluoride fiber provides better transmission efficiency of Er:YAG 

laser light in air than the sapphire fiber. In air, the entrance end of the fluoride fiber has a 

higher damage threshold than that of the sapphire fiber, indicating that the fluoride fiber 
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is a better candidate for delivery of high energy Er:YAG pulses. The sapphire fiber 

provides better performance than the fluoride fiber for contact mode ablation of 

magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH) calculi. Results of our study 

suggest that further development work to improve the performance of fluoride fibers for 

laser lithotripsy is warranted. A fluoride fiber with a protection tip that is resilient to 

mechanical and chemical damage may provide a more robust performance for Er:YAG 

laser lithotripsy by combining low absorption to Er:YAG radiation (2.94 um) during fiber 

delivery and a high melting temperature during stone ablation. Hybrid germanium oxide 

fibers with a sapphire protective tip were proposed and tested. Sufficient Er:YAG pulse 

energies were transmitted through the hybrid germanium oxide fibers for the purpose of 

laser lithotripsy. The new ZBLAN fiber tested here may represent a second candidate 

hybrid fiber that uses a protective tip and provides low attenuation and high damage 

threshold to Er:YAG radiation. (Published in Journal of Biophotonics(15)). 

Chapter 5 investigates the feasibility of using femtosecond pulsed laser radiation 

to ablate urinary calculus of various compositions.  Experimental results suggest that 

ablation craters may be produced in all tested calculus compositions. The laser-calculus 

interaction mechanism is characterized using pump probe imaging and fast flash imaging. 

Femtosecond laser ablation of urinary calculi shows several interesting features that may 

provide advantages compared to current laser lithotripsy. (Published in Journal of 

Biomedical Optics(5)).  

Chapter 6 demonstrates a novel fiber delivery system for both transmitting and 

focusing high energy femtosecond laser pulses with high transmission efficiency and 

short focal length. The system is compact and can be directly used for ablation of various 

in vivo tissues, such as urinary calculus and otic capsule bone in middle ear. Ablation 
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experiments with the fiber delivery system are demonstrated on various ex vivo tissues, 

including tooth, otic capsule bone and urinary calculus. (To be submitted to Lasers in 

Surgery and Medicine) 

In Chapter 7, prototype tissue optical clearing devices are presented and applied 

to enhance femtosecond beam penetration and subsurface cavitation in rodent skin 

specimens. Tissue optical clearing using mechanical compression is a recently developed 

technique to enhance light penetration in highly scattering tissues. The method is less 

invasive than approaches using chemical agents. The method does not require breaking 

the barrier function of the epidermal layer. The mechanical tissue optical clearing 

approach presumably provides longer operation time for the following experiments or 

surgeries and is easy for tissue to recover from the dehydrated state. Subsurface cavities 

can only be produced at a depth of up to 100um without application of clearing. 

However, subsurface cavities are observed at a depth from tens of microns to 1.7 mm 

after application of the device. The successful demonstration of the device showed its 

potential applications in light-based dermatological therapies. (To be submitted to Lasers 

in Surgery and Medicine) 

Chapter 8 presents conclusions and directions for future studies related to my 

dissertation research. Several potential research directions are proposed and outlined.  
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Chapter 2 Background 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides a brief overview of laser tissue interaction, especially 

femtosecond laser tissue interaction. Properties of light propagation in biological tissues 

are discussed. Some unique phenomena associated with propagation of high power 

density femtosecond pulses are presented. At last a brief introduction of femtosecond 

laser is presented.  

2.2  MECHANISMS OF LASER TISSUE INTERATION 

A variety of interaction mechanisms may be present when applying laser light to 

biological tissues. On one hand, laser parameters, such as wavelength, laser pulse energy, 

exposure time, focal spot size, energy density, and power density, are properties of the 

light that impact laser tissue interaction. On the other hand, tissue properties, including 

optical, mechanical and thermal properties, contribute to the variety of possible effects. 

Although the number of combinations of these parameters are infinite, five categories of 

interactions are recognized that depend on exposure time and power density of the laser. 

The five categories of laser-tissue interaction are photochemical, photothermal, 

photoablation, plasma-induced ablation, and photodisruption. A double-logarithmic map 

illustrating the five basic interaction categories is shown in Figure 2.1.(1) The circles are 

based on a rough estimate of the associated laser parameters. 
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Figure 2.1: Double-logarithmic map illustrating the five basic laser-tissue interactions. 

2.2.1 Photochemical Interactions 

Photochemical interactions correspond to light-induced chemical effects and/or 

reactions that can modify tissue properties. A well known example is sun light induced 

photosynthesis in green leaves of plants and trees. In the field of biomedical optics, a 

photochemical interaction is the mechanism utilized for photodynamic therapy (PDT) and 

biostimulation. During these treatments, a light source with a relatively low power 
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density and long exposure time is required for a photochemical effect to occur and 

modify the tissue. Exogenous or endogenous chromophores in the target tissue undergo a 

chemical reaction in response to light excitation. During PDT, highly cytotoxic reactants, 

usually singlet oxygen, are released and rapidly react with nearby biomolecules. 

Eventually, these destructive chemical reactions can stop blood flow and kill cells 

through apoptosis or necrosis. PDT has been considered as a potential method to treat 

tumors, port wine stains or severe acne. During biostimulation therapies, chemical 

reactions can stimulate physiological processes, including hair growth, wound healing, 

pain relief, and cell growth.   

2.2.2 Photothermal Interactions 

The principal mechanism of photothermal interactions is laser generation of heat 

within a targeted chromophore in tissue until a desired temperature or time-temperature 

history is achieved. Thermal effects can be produced by either continuous or long-pulse 

lasers. Depending on the magnitude and duration of tissue temperature increase, thermal 

effects can be divided into several categories, including hyperthermia, coagulation, 

vaporization, carbonization, and melting. Hyperthermia occurs when tissue temperature 

reaches 43 to 45 C. A biological response to hyperthermia is swelling of the endoplasmic 

reticulum and mitochondria. The swelling response is usually delayed for 24 to 48 hours 

and reversible. When tissue temperature is within 45 to 100 C, coagulation is the 

dominant effect.  Some immediate biological responses are associated with coagulation 

including denaturation of proteins and alterations of macromolecules. More serious 

symptoms include cell shrinking due to contraction of cellular proteins and membrane 

disruption. When tissue temperature is above 100 C, water vaporization can occur and 

cause bubble generation inside the tissue. In this regime, pressure buildup occurs and 
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may lead to localized microexplosions. At temperatures above approximately 150 C, 

tissue starts to carbonize following desiccation. At temperatures above 300 C, tissue 

melting occurs. In the field of laser therapy, coagulation is commonly used to elicit a 

therapeutic response. An example therapy that utilizes a photothermal interaction is laser 

wrinkle removal in which dermal collagen is coagulated and the skin responds with a 

healing response by fibroblasts synthesizing new collagen fibrils. 

 

Type of bond Dissociation energy(eV) Corresponding wavelength(nm) 

C=O 7.1 175 

C=C 6.4 194 

O-H 4.8 259 

N-H 4.1 303 

C-O 3.6 345 

C-C 3.6 345 

S-H 3.5 355 

C-N 3 414 

C-S 2.7 460 

Table 2.1: Dissociation energies of various covalent bonds in tissues(1) 

2.2.3 Photoablation and Photomechanical Interaction 

Photoablation, also known as ablative photodecomposition, refers to direct 

breaking of intermolecular covalent bonds with photonic energy. Table 2.1 is a list of 

dissociation energies of various common covalent bonds in tissue. Table 2.2 is a list of 

wavelengths and photon energies of different common laser systems. Examination of the 

tables suggests that only UV photon energies are sufficient to break covalent bonds. In 

addition to the wavelength requirement, a threshold intensity is required to achieve 

photoablation. With the constraint of a fixed pulse energy, pulse duration for 
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photoablation is required to be between 10 and 100 ns. Tissue photoablation usually 

results in very clean and precise cuts without any thermal damages to surrounding 

mediums, such as coagulation or vaporization. This interaction mechanism is utilized for 

precise surgeries on human cornea.(1) Lasers which have lower photon energies but the 

same pulse duration can interact with tissues through a photomechanical mechanism. A 

photomechanical mechanism is caused by extremely rapid heating of the target tissue. 

Thermal diffusion is limited by the extremely short duration of the laser pulse. A few 

different phenomena can occur, including thermalelastic expansion and explosive 

vaporization of the targeted tissue. These effects lead to a rapid increase in pressure and 

generation of a stress wave. At a high pulse energy, the photo-induced stress wave 

propagates in the target tissue as a shockwave and may produce damage. 

 

Laser Type Wavelength(nm) Photon energy (ev) 

ArF 193 6.4 

KrF 248 5 

Nd:YLF(4ω) 263 4.7 

XeCl 308 4 

XeF 351 3.5 

Argon ion 514 2.4 

Nd:YLF(2ω) 527 2.4 

He-Ne 633 2 

Diode 800 1.6 

Nd:YLF 1053 1.2 

Nd:YAG 1064 1.2 

Ho:YAG 2120 0.6 

Er:YAG 2940 0.4 

CO2 10600 0.1 

Table 2.2: Wavelengths and photon energies of selected laser systems.(1) 
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2.2.4 Plasma-induced Ablation and Photodisruption 

When spatial power densities are higher than 10
11

 W/cm
2
, plasma-induced 

ablation becomes a dominant type of interaction. To achieve such a high power density, 

laser pulse duration is usually on the order of tens of nanoseconds to tens of 

femtoseconds. Initially, free electrons are generated by high intensity laser irradiation. 

Those free electrons accelerate by absorbing photons and then produce additional free 

electrons through impact ionization of nearby atoms. When the time of this process is 

much shorter than the laser pulse duration, multiple collisions can occur and cause so-

called avalanche ionization. When a sufficient number of electrons are produced, a 

plasma is formed. Subsequently, plasma expansion creates high pressure gradients and 

shockwave generation. Shockwave propagation and subsequent vapor expansion can 

cause permanent damage and tissue ablation. The initiation of plasma generation depends 

on laser pulse duration. Nanosecond pulses have a completely different initiation 

mechanism than femtosecond pulses (Figure  2.2).(2)  

As illustrated in Figure 2.2, nanosecond or picosecond lasers (such as Q-switch 

laser) utilize a thermionic emission mechanism (thermal ionization) to produce seed 

electrons. The tissue is heated to extremely high temperatures (larger than thousands of 

Kelvin) so that free electrons are released. The plasma formation threshold depends on 

the local linear absorption coefficient of the tissue. Because impurity electrons are the 

main source of initial seed electrons, a pulse-to-pulse variation of the plasma threshold 

exists because of the probabilistic nature of free electron generation. Fluctuations in the 

number of seed electrons in the focal volume strongly affect the plasma generation 

threshold. With femtosecond pulses, initial seed electrons are produced by multiphoton 

absorption. Coherent absorption of several photons by one bound electron is ensured by 
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the extremely high photon density of a femtosecond pulse. For femtosecond pulses, 

threshold of plasma generation is therefore deterministic and independent of impurity 

electrons.  In femtosecond pulses, linear absorption coefficient of the tissue is found to 

have a weak effect on the plasma generation threshold.(3)  

 

Figure 2.2: Demonstration of mechanisms of plasma initiation by nanosecond and 

femtosecond lasers.(1)  

Because of the short duration of femtosecond pulses, the plasma generation 

threshold of power density is higher than that of nanosecond pulses, while the threshold 

energy density is lower. Less pulse energy is needed to produce femtosecond induced 

plasma. Therefore, plasma energy and plasma temperature are usually higher in 

nanosecond photoablation. Because the energy transfer time from free electrons to ions 

by collisions is on the order of several picoseconds (1 ps=1000 fs) and is much longer 

than the duration of a femtosecond pulse(4), only a small fraction of incident laser energy 

can be transferred to heat the ions and produces shock waves at the end of a femtosecond 
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pulse. Amplitude of shock wave pressure for femtosecond pulses is thus smaller than that 

observed in nanosecond laser related plasma-induced ablation. Therefore, plasma-

induced ablation achieved by nanosecond pulses is often accompanied by more collateral 

damage than that for femtosecond pulses. 

At higher pulse energies, large shockwave pressures are produced and propagate 

outward. As a result, collateral damage becomes more significant for both nanosecond 

and femtosecond pulses. Because the effect of rupturing becomes more evident in 

adjacent regions of the irradiated tissue, the interaction is thus defined as photodisruption 

instead. As observed in Figure 2.1, a clear separation does not exist in power density or 

pulse duration between plasma-induced ablation and photodisruption. The distinction 

between plasma-induced ablation and photodisruption can also depend on irradiated 

tissue type. 

2.3 PROPAGATION OF FEMTOSECOND PULSES IN BIOLOGICAL TISSUES 

2.3.1 Propagation of Low Power Density Light in Biological Tissues   

When a low intensity light beam propagates in tissue, three effects interfere with 

the undisturbed transmission of the light beam.(Figure 2.3)  

- Reflection and refraction 

- Absorption 

- Scattering 

Reflection is defined as the re-radiation of incident light at a boundary; while 

refraction is defined as the re-direction of transmitted light due to propagation across a 

boundary. In absorption, incident photon energy is transferred to electrons and eventually 
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to acoustic vibrations or phonons. Scattering is a phenomenon where incident light 

deviates from the incident trajectory because of a spatial non-uniformity of refractive 

index in the medium. Scattered light can propagate at any direction relative to the 

incoming light. In the field of biomedical optics, knowledge of these properties is critical 

for both theoretical prediction and engineering design of light based therapeutic or 

diagnostic applications. In the following, I briefly explain these tissue properties.  

 

Figure 2.3: Geometry illustrating 1) Reflection and Refraction; 2) Absorption; and 3) 

Scattering of light in a tissue sample. (5) 
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2.3.1.1 Reflection and refraction  

Reflection and refraction arise from spatial variations in refractive index. Spatial 

variation of refractive index is normal to a two-dimensional interface.  When an incident 

laser beam reaches a physical boundary separating two materials, the refractive index 

difference causes a portion of the laser beam to reflect and another portion to refract. 

(Figure 2.4) Snell’s law is derived by requiring phase matching at the interface and is 

given by a mathematical relationship between incident angle  , reflected angle   , and 

refracted angle     and is given by 

                                       2.1 

sin ''

sin ''

n

n




                                   2.2 

where   and     are the indices of refraction on both sides of the physical boundary.  

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of reflection and refraction. 
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2.3.1.2 Absorption  

Absorption refers to conversion of photonic energy into vibrations of molecules. 

Absorption of photon energy causes a temperature increase in the tissue or light emission 

of lower or higher frequency (Stokes or Anti-stokes shift). The absorption properties of 

tissue depend on the electronic structure of tissue molecules, light wavelength, tissue 

temperature and others. A frequently used law to describe the variation of intensity due to 

absorption in translucent media is so called Beer’s Law. 

                                              2.3 

where z defines the optical axis,      is the intensity at a propagation distance of  ,    is 

the incident intensity at    ,    is the absorption coefficient of the tissue.  

 
Figure 2.5: Absorption spectrum of water.(1) 
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In biological tissues, absorption of visible and infrared (IR) light is due to a few 

different molecules such as hemoglobin, melanin (visible) or water (infrared). Water has 

strong absorption in IR region of the spectrum and moderate absorption in UV 

region.(Figure 2.5) Water absorption of visible and near-infrared light is relatively weak 

and therefore provides an optical window for deep light delivery into tissues.  

 

Figure 2.6: Absorption spectra of melanin in skin and oxy-hemoglobin (HbO2) in 

blood.(1) 

 

Macromolecules such as proteins or melanin absorb UV and in some cases visible light. 

Proteins have an absorption peak at approximately 280 nm(1). Melanin, the basic 
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pigment in skin, is the most important epidermal absorber and provides a barrier to sun 

light. Melanin absorption can cover the entire visible spectrum and increases in the UV 

region. (Figure 2.6) Hemoglobin, existing only in blood vessels, is a strong absorber to a 

series of wavelengths, including 280 nm, 420 nm, 540 nm, and 580 nm. Absorption by 

oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin is distinct, but both decrease rapidly at 

wavelengths longer than 610 nm. (Figure 2.7) Neither water nor macromolecules have 

strong absorption at wavelengths from 800 to 1200 nm. Light within this spectral region 

transmits through biological tissues with low absorption and are therefore candidates for 

applications that require deep tissue penetration.  

2.3.1.3 Scattering  

 

 

Figure 2.7: Absorption spectra of oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin.(6) 
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When a light beam propagates in biological tissue, spatial variations of refractive 

index can exist at many spatial scales including the subcellular level. Table 2.3 is a 

collection of subcellular structures, their sizes and indices of refraction. Geometric optics 

does not provide a reliable prediction of light scattering in tissue since subcellular 

components sizes are comparable to light wavelength.  After light interacts with a 

subcellular component, scattered light is directed into a wide distribution of propagation 

directions. A careful investigation of tissue scattering properties requires knowledge of 

electromagnetic wave propagation. By considering light as an electromagnetic wave, we 

can obtain some useful tissue scattering properties by solving Maxwell’s wave equation.   

Table 2.3: Size of subcellular components and their refractive indexes.(6) 

Two important parameters are used to characterize tissue scattering properties. 

One is scattering length   , defined as the average distance between consecutive photon 

scattering events. Inverse of the scattering length is defined as the scattering coefficient 

  . The second parameter is the anisotropy factor g, defined as the anisotropy of 

scattering. Mathematically, g can be expressed as  

Component Size(um) Component Refractive index 

Cell 5.0-30 Cytoplasm 1.35-1.38 

Nucleus 5.0-10.0 Mitochondria 1.40-1.42 

Mitochondria 0.5-1.5 Lipid 1.48 

Endoplasmic  

reticulum 

0.2-1.0 Protein 1.5 

Lysosomes 0.2-0.5 Melanin 1.7 

Membrane 10 nm   
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where      defines probability distribution of the angular dependence of scattering light 

intensity. g = 1 corresponds to the case of purely forward scattering, while g = −1 

corresponds to purely backward scattering, and g = 0 corresponds to isotropic scattering.  

For skin, typical values of g are in the range of 0.7-0.95, and vary with wavelength. The 

Henyey-Greenstein phase function is often used to approximate tissue scattering and 

expressed as  
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In Figure 2.8, typical Henyey-Greenstein phase functions are plotted. In most 

biological tissues, light is preferably scattered in the forward direction. 

 2.3.1.4 Propagation of low intensity light in human skin 

In the two previous sections, the optical properties of biological tissues were 

briefly discussed. In this paragraph, I provide an overview of the optical properties of 

skin tissue pulses since one focus of my research is on femtosecond laser modification of 

skin (Chapter 7).  

Both the absorption and scattering properties of skin determine how light 

propagates and how deep light can penetrate. The effective penetration depth of light in 

absorbing and scattering tissues can be approximated as (1) 
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Figure 2.8: Typical Henyey-Greenstein phase functions(6) 

Scattering and absorption coefficients vary due to variations in skin type. In 

general, absorption at visible wavelengths in the epidermis is dominated by melanin. 

Scattering of visible light by collagen fibers is an important effect in the skin dermal 

layer. In the table below, approximate penetration depths of different wavelengths in skin 

are given.  

From the table, it is observed that optical penetration depth is deepest in the 

wavelength region from 800 to 1100 nm.  Light with a wavelength in this region is 

preferable for applications that require deep skin penetration.  
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Wavelength(nm) 248 5124 830 1064 2100 2940 10600 

Penetration 

Depth (µm) 
5 330 1300 1400 400 1 20 

Table 2.4: Optical penetration depths in skin(1) 

2.3.2 Propagation of High Power Density Femtosecond Pulses in Biological Tissues 

The propagation of low power density light in biological tissues is linear - the 

light field amplitude can be modeled with linear field equations. When femtosecond 

pulses propagate in biological tissues, the extremely high power density causes the tissue 

response to become highly nonlinear. For example, in this case the refractive index of the 

tissue is light-intensity dependent so that effects such as self focusing can occur. Below I 

discuss some typical nonlinear phenomena associated with propagation of femtosecond 

laser pulses. 

2.3.2.1 Self-focusing 

During propagation of high power density femtosecond pulses in tissue, refractive 

index can be intensity dependent, as expressed by(7)  

  0 2 ...n I n n I                             2.7 

where 0n is the linear refractive index, 2n I  denotes the nonlinear part of total refractive 

index. 2n  is usually positive and therefore causes refractive index to increase in regions 

of higher intensity.  Spatial variation of the beam intensity leads to a spatial variation of 

refractive index of the tissue through which femtosecond pulses propagate. For example, 

refractive index is higher near the center of the beam and lower in the wings for the case 
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of a femtosecond beam with a Gaussian profile. This variation of refractive index acts as 

a lens resulting in beam focusing, a phenomenon defined as self focusing.  

Beam divergence is an opposite effect and opposes the effect of self-focusing. As 

the power density of the femtosecond pulse increases, self-focusing becomes stronger 

until a quasi-equilibrium is reached and a filament is formed. The phenomenon of 

filament formation due to propagation of high power density laser beam is known as 

“filamentation.” The critical power ( crP ) for filamentation is given by (7) 

2

2
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P

n




                                 2.8 

Typical values for crP are in the range of megawatts. When the laser power is above crP , 

self-focusing becomes dominant and the beam collapses.  

Filamentation can take place before a focused beam reaches the focal plane and 

can cause irreversible damage to the material. In Figure 2.9 fan-like filaments originating 

from the laser focus are observed in gelatin-based tissue phantom. In biomedical optics, 

the filamentation phenomenon reduces the efficiency of plasma-induced ablation. Several 

simple methods can be utilized to minimize the effect of filamentation, such as reducing 

pulse energy or use of a high-NA objective. 

2.3.2.2 Group-velocity Dispersion 

A typical femtosecond pulse has a spectral width of several to tens of nanometers. 

For example, a 100 fs pulse has a typical spectral width of 8 nm. Optical dispersion 

causes the longer wavelength portion of the spectrum to propagate faster than the shorter 

wavelengths in biological tissues. The effect leads to a temporal broadening of the 

femtosecond pulses. For example, a 100 fs pulse (λ=800 nm, ∆ λ=16 nm) becomes a 111 

fs pulse after traveling a distance of 1 cm in monkey vitreous humor.(7) Group-velocity 
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dispersion causes a decrease of power density of the femtosecond pulse and therefore 

reduces plasma-induced ablation efficiency. However, modifying the temporal beam 

profile using a pre-chirp device is possible so that the pulse has its minimum pulse width 

at a target depth in the tissue. For example, Hoy et al used a pre-chirp device to 

compensate group velocity dispersion obtained from pulse transmission through the 

photonic crystal fiber in a two photon microscope and obtained a pulse width of 178 fs. 

(8)  

 

Figure 2.9: Filamentation of the laser beam in gelatin tissue phantom. Laser parameters 

are 500 µJ /pulse and 100 pulses total. (7) 
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Figure 2.10: Spectrum of white light generation in a KDP crystal.(11) 

2.2.2.3 White light generation 

When femtosecond pulses with sufficient power are weakly focused into a 

transparent material, such as glass, the spectrum of incident pulses can be broadened 

dramatically. For example, focusing a 790 nm femtosecond pulse into a Potassium 

Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) crystal can cause generation of white light, a spectral 

broadening from the UV to IR spectral range.(Figure 2.10) Although white light 
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generation is a very stable nonlinear effect and widely observed, the mechanism is still 

under investigation. During femtosecond pulse propagation, white light generation can 

occur within an optical lens (e.g., fused silica) and cause permanent damage.  

2.3 FEMTOSECOND LASER SYSTEM USED IN RESEARCH 

Many advances have been made in femtosecond-pulse laser systems since the first 

generation organic dye-based femtosecond laser was introduced in 1981.(9) Scientific 

femtosecond lasers can now provide laser energies greater than 100 J.(10) Turnkey 

devices with a pulse energy up to 50 µJ are also available through a few companies, 

including Abbott lab, Raydiance Inc., and Imra Inc. The experiments described in this 

dissertation were performed using a commercial scientific laser system (Hidra 10, 

Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, California). The laser operates at a central wavelength of 800 

nm and pulse duration of 140 fs. The laser has a pulse energy of 0.9mJ and a beam waist 

of 4mm. The pulse repetition rate is tunable from 1 to 1000Hz.  Some concepts of 

femtosecond lasers are briefly reviewed below.  

To produce a femtosecond pulse, a few essential requirements are recognized. 

First, the laser gain medium must provide a broad emission bandwidth so that the 

requisite spectral components of the pulse can be generated.(12) For example, a typical 

100 fs femtosecond pulse has a wavelength bandwidth of 8nm or longer. Nowadays many 

femtosecond lasers use titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:sapphire) crystal as a gain medium 

because of several advantages. The emission spectral width of Ti:sapphire crystal can be 

as large as 200 nm. Ti:sapphire has a wide gain bandwidth from 700 to 1100 nm, a 

thermal conductivity as high as metals and high energy storage density.(13) Second, a 

special mechanism is required to confine the pulse width to the femtosecond regime.  

Common methods such as Q-switching can only produce pulses as short as a few 
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picoseconds. Femtosecond pulse generation can be accomplished by using passive 

modelocking that provides amplitude modulation by inserting a saturable absorber in the 

cavity.(13) The absorber generates femtosecond pulses by producing high losses at low 

intensities and low losses at high intensities. A typical passive mode-locking method is 

Kerr-lens modelocking that provides intensity dependent losses by inserting nonlinear 

medium in the cavity. However, nanojoule level femtosecond pulses are produced by this 

method. For example, the Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator I utilized in my research 

produces 140 fs, 13 nJ, 800 nm pulses at a repetition rate of 80 MHz. A regenerative 

amplifier system using chirped-pulse-amplification (CPA) is applied for high pulse 

energy applications. With the CPA method, a nanojoule femtosecond pulse is stretched to 

nanosecond range so that the gain medium remains linear during amplification. Finally, 

the amplified laser pulse is then recompressed to the original pulse duration. Figure 2.11 

is a scheme of the femtosecond laser system that is used for my experiments. The same 

layout is used worldwide to achieve high pulse energy femtosecond pulses.  
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Figure 2.11: Femtosecond laser system used in research. 
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Chapter 3 Ho:YAG Laser Lithotripsy 

3.1  ABSTRACT 

The long-pulse Ho:YAG laser has been used for intracorporeal laser lithotripsy of 

urinary calculi since the mid-1990’s and is considered the “gold standard” modality for 

endoscopic laser lithotripsy. We present an overview of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy. We 

begin with an introduction of the ablative mechanism of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy, and 

compare to short-pulse less than 10 usec) laser lithotripsy. Ablative properties of 

Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy are reviewed and we summarize several practical problems and 

safety issues of existing optical fibers for  Ho:YAG lithotripsy.  

3.2 INTRODUCTION 

Clinical application of intracorporeal laser lithotripsy to human urinary calculi 

began in the mid 1980s(1-3). The surgical technique of visualizing a calculus in the 

urinary tract by inserting a ureteroscope and fragmenting the stone by fiber delivered 

laser energy has undergone significant advances over the past twenty years(4). The 

principle advantage of intracorporeal laser lithotripsy over previous surgical techniques is 

the use of small diameter (less than 400 um) flexible optical fibers that can be passed 

through the working channel of a small caliber ureteroscope (typically less than 3 mm 

diameter) for pulsed laser energy delivery to achieve stone fragmentation. The laser 

lithotripsy procedure is considered to be minimally invasive and provides access to both 

ureteral and renal calculi.(2) A variety of lasers were introduced and applied clinically 

before the advent of the Ho:YAG laser: these included 1) the Q-switched Nd:YAG laser 

(wavelength: 1064 nm; pulse duration: tens of nanoseconds); 2) the Q-switched 

alexandrite laser (wavelength: 755 nm; pulse duration: hundreds of nanoseconds); and 3) 

Significant portions of this chapter have been previously accepted to publish in 

International Journal of Medical and Biological Frontiers 17(7), March, 2011 
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the flashlamp pumped pulsed dye laser (FPDL, wavelength: around 540nm; pulse 

duration: several microseconds).(1, 3) These three short-pulse lasers, with their pulse 

durations ranging from several nanoseconds to several micro-seconds, fragment stones 

using a photomechanical mechanism.(5) Application of these lasers for lithotripsy 

produce large sized fragments (fragments larger than 4mm in diameter were found) and 

fragmentation of hard urinary calculi, such as calcium oxalate monohydrate and cystine 

stones, is poor(6, 7). The Ho:YAG laser has been used for laser lithotripsy since the mid 

1990s.  For laser lithotripsy, pulse duration of the Ho:YAG laser is set at several hundred 

micro-seconds and stone fragmentation uses a photothermal mechanism. Unlike the 

short-pulsed lasers mentioned above, the Ho:YAG laser fragments all stone compositions 

and produces smaller sized fragments. In recognition of the superior ablation 

characteristics, the Ho:YAG laser is widely recognized by urologists as the “gold 

standard” for intracorporeal laser lithotripsy of urinary calculi.(7-18)  

3.3 MECHANISM OF HO:YAG LASER LITHOTRIPSY 

Short-pulse lasers fragment urinary calculi using a photomechanical 

mechanism.(1, 5, 19, 20) In short-pulse laser lithotripsy, plasmas are generated on the 

targeted area immediately following onset of the laser pulse. The plasmas expand to a 

hemispherical bubble and collapse or implode within a few hundred microseconds. In 

nanosecond Q-switched Nd:YAG or Q-switched alexandrite laser lithotripsy, both plasma 

expansion and bubble collapse generate shock waves. The resulting shock waves, with 

pressures that exceed 100 bars in magnitude, fragment stones as they traverse stone 

surfaces. In microsecond pulsed dye laser lithotripsy, fragmentation only occurs upon the 

shock wave produced by cavitation bubble collapse. Pressures produced from the shock 

wave resulting from plasma expansion are too weak to generate fragmentation.  
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Figure 3.1: Optical intensity profiles of Ho:YAG laser pulses measured by a 

photodetector (EG&G J12-18C-R250U).(21) 

Existing Ho:YAG lasers for laser lithotripsy operate with pulse durations of 250 

to 700 us with most in the range of 250-350 us. Optical intensity profiles of two typical 

Ho:YAG pulses are displayed in Figure 3.1. The fragmentation process of long-pulse 

Ho:YAG lithotripsy is governed by a photothermal ablative mechanism instead of 

photomechanical or photoacoustic mechanisms.(22) Laser energy is absorbed first by 

water positioned between fiber tip and stone surface to form a vapor channel, a 

phenomenon called the “Moses effect”. The remaining laser energy is transmitted 
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through the vapor channel and absorbed by the stone. The short duration of the laser 

pulse ensures heat confinement within the irradiation area and causes melting and 

ejection of debris. Within a few hundred microseconds, the vapor bubble expands and 

collapses asymmetrically to multiple loci, producing weak pressure transients, typically 8 

bars or less.  Magnitude of these pressure waves are substantially weaker than those 

produced by short-pulse lasers.(23, 24)  

Various studies have confirmed a photothermal mechanism and the paucity of 

photomechanical effects for long-pulse Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy. In experiments 

reported by Chan et al. (22), direct irradiation of stone surface was shown as the ablative 

mechanism rather than shockwave induced ablation. Ablation was more efficient for 

dehydrated stones in air than for hydrated stones in air or in water. High-speed imaging 

showed that ablation occurred only after the laser beam was transmitted through the 

vapor bubble to the stone surface, an evidence of the “Moses effect”. The most efficient 

lithotripsy was achieved by minimizing the separation distance between the fiber tip and 

the stone surface, while a small separation between the fiber tip and the stone surface (~1 

mm) was required to maximize ablation efficiency for the short-pulse lithotripsy.(22, 25) 

Moreover, for the long-pulse Ho:YAG laser, no lithotripsy effect was attributed to 

pressure waves. Pressure transient measured by a hydrophone was less than a few bars 

and about 1% of that produced from short-pulse shock wave lithotripsy, corroborating 

reports from other groups.(24, 26) No fragmentation occurred when the fiber was 

oriented parallel to the stone surface, but in this configuration, maximal bubble expansion 

occurred and the pressure transient corresponding to the bubble collapse was about 20 

bars, larger than that produced by orientating fiber perpendicular to the stone surface. 

Thus, a larger vapor bubble did not increase Ho:YAG stone fragmentation. In contrast, 
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short-pulse lasers can fragment stones with the delivery fiber oriented parallel to the 

stone surface since shock waves propagate spherically outward in all directions.(13, 23) 

Post-lithotripsy products were found to have components resulting from thermal 

decomposition, a result that was also confirmed by Dushinski et al.(14) and Schafer et 

al.(27). Cystine stones were discovered to produce free sulfur and cysteine after 

lithotripsy and Uric acid stones were discovered to produce cyanide. Teichman et al. 

reported that application of the Ho:YAG laser yields smaller fragments and symmetric 

ablation craters whereas short-pulse lasers produce asymmetric ablation craters, 

indicating the ablation mechanism of the two types of lithotripsy lasers is different.(7, 15)   

3.4  PROPERTIES OF HO:YAG LASER LITHOTRIPSY 

Compared to short-pulse shock wave induced lithotripsy, Ho:YAG laser 

lithotripsy has at least four characteristic properties, making it more suitable for 

intracorporeal lithotripsy. First, the Ho:YAG laser can fragment all stone 

compositions.(7) Second, debris produced with the Ho:YAG laser are smaller than those 

produced by photomechanical lithotripsy devices. Third, Ho:YAG lithotripsy is clinically 

safe because of high absorption of Ho:YAG light by water, reducing non specific damage 

by stray radiation. Fourth, Ho:YAG lithotripters cause minimal stone retropulsion 

compared to short-pulsed laser devices. (28, 29) 

The main limitation of Ho:YAG lithotripsy is a reduced operating speed in the 

clinic compared to short-pulse shock wave induced lithotripsy. A less significant 

limitation is stone retropulsion. Debris ejected during the course of Ho:YAG laser 

lithotripsy travel along the normal to the stone surface. The stone being targeted thus 

moves in the opposite direction due to conservation of momentum and results in stone 

retropulsion.(30, 31) Increased operating time is needed for urologists to move the 
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ureteroscope and fiber to the more proximal stone position. Lee et al. showed that 

retropulsion was greater for larger diameter fibers at a given energy or for larger energies 

for a given fiber diameter.(31, 32) Based on vector analysis, the geometry of the crater 

explains why larger diameter fibers cause increased retropulsion. A large diameter fiber 

produces a wide and shallow crater.  Since fragments eject along the normal, a wide and 

shallow crater ejects fragments in a more uniform direction off the stone surface, 

producing greater momentum to the stone in the opposite direction.  Similar results were 

reported by White et al.(30) Finley et al. reported dependence of stone retropulsion on 

Ho:YAG pulse duration in vitro(33). Similar results were reported by Kang et al by a 

detailed measurement of laser pulse duration.(21) Longer pulses (FWHM: 280us) 

produce less stone retropulsion than shorter pulses (FWHM: 150us) regardless of pulse 

energy when a single laser pulse is applied. One possible reason is the occurrence of 

recoil pressure during debris ejection.(34) Debris ejection is associated with high 

temperature and pressure gradients of the ablated area caused by intensive laser 

irradiation. Based on conservation of momentum, debris ejection produces a so-called 

recoil pressure on the stone sample. The recoil pressure is proportional to radiant power 

and therefore inversely proportional to pulse duration for a fixed pulse energy.   

 3.5  FIBERS FOR HO:YAG LASER LITHOTRIPSY  

Optical fibers, because of their flexibility and high efficiency in transmitting laser 

radiation, are widely used in biomedical applications. Ho:YAG laser radiation, highly 

absorbed by hydroxyl groups, is delivered by low OH silica fiber to the stone surface in 

intracorporeal laser lithotripsy.(35) Potential problems when using these fibers were 

investigated by several groups in order to mitigate potential damage to fibers and injury 

to patients.(36-39) This section reviews several important factors of optical fibers for the 
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safe delivery of laser radiation, including laser-to-fiber coupling, fiber damage at extreme 

bending conditions and fiber tip degradation during lithotripsy.  

 

Diameter of the fiber core used for lithotripsy is variable from 150 um to 940 um, 

normally much smaller than diameter of the collimated laser beam. NA of Ho:YAG 

fibers is 0.2 to 0.22(36). Fluorine doped silica, highly transmissive at Ho:YAG 

wavelengths, is the main choice of cladding materials.(35)  

The Ho:YAG beam is focused through a convex lens and launched into the fiber 

core. Two parameters, diameter and numerical aperture (NA), are critical to obtain high 

efficiency laser-to-fiber coupling.(35, 40) Diameter of the beam at the fiber surface is 

sufficiently large to prevent direct fiber damage by high fluence but smaller than the 

core-diameter to produce an overfilled fiber core.(36) NA of a fiber determines maximal 

divergence angle a beam can have before entering the fiber(35). Optical fiber transmits 

radiation using total internal reflection at the core-cladding interface. Excessive 

divergence of the incident beam causes some light to penetrate the fiber cladding and 

possibly damage the fiber or be lost as a radiation mode.  

The proximal end of the fiber is directly attached to the clinical Ho:YAG laser. A 

standard connector, termed subminiature version A (SMA), is used to protect the 

proximal end so that fibers with different diameters can easily connect to the same laser. 

An SMA connector is designed with an air filled cavity surrounding the proximal end of 

the fiber to protect from leakage-related damage, a simple and low cost method called an 

“air-well” approach. A more detailed description of the air-well approach is documented 

by Nazif et al.(35)  
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Small diameter fibers (core diameter less than 300 um) are normally used for 

upper urinary-tract lithotripsy where greater flexibility is required to allow the fiber to 

access the ureter and kidney through a small caliber ureteroscope (less than 3 mm 

diameter). The beam diameter of most clinical Ho:YAG lasers are 100-300 microns at the 

exit aperture. For example, the beam diameter of the Lumenis Ho:YAG laser is 

approximately 160um, as reported by the manufacturer. To prevent fiber damage from 

energy leakage or overfill, the proximal end is designed with an increased core-diameter 

to form a large-to-small taper cladding.(36) Unfortunately, fiber damage due to low laser-

to-fiber coupling is not uncommon in the case of small core diameter fibers (less than 300 

um). Two reasons commonly contribute to damage of the proximal fiber end. First is the 

misalignment between the laser beam and fiber. A small misalignment may be acceptable 

for larger core-diameter fibers as long as the focused beam is within the fiber core, but 

can result in overlap between the laser beam and cladding of small core-diameter fibers 

and result in damage. A second source of fiber damage at the proximal end is beam 

leakage through the taper cladding. Significant leakage of laser radiation into the 

cladding can cause fiber damage if the fiber is misaligned(36).   

When Ho:YAG laser radiation enters the proximal end of a fiber without damage, 

the beam  propagates through the fiber and is transmitted onto the stone surface from the 

distal end of the fiber. When treating upper urinary-tract calculi, small core diameter 

fibers (less than 300um) are needed to pass through the working channel of small caliber 

ureteroscopes.  Typically the ureteroscope is less than 3 mm diameter, and the working 

channel is often on the order of 1 mm diameter. Further, these small caliber fibers may be 

bent at high curvatures if the ureteroscope itself is bent, as required for example in 

retrograde ureteroscopic management of lower pole stones.  At extreme bending 
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conditions, risk of radiation leakage into the fiber cladding increases and can result in 

fiber damage, so-called thermal breakdown.(35, 37) In a series of in vitro experiments, 

fibers from several different manufacturers were compared with respect to thermal 

breakdown.(37) Threshold pulse energy for thermal breakdown was documented at 

bending diameters ranging from 1 to 3 cm. Large core diameter fibers were reported to 

have lowest damage thresholds. Small diameter fibers from different manufacturers 

performed differently even at the same bending diameter. Fiber failure always occurs at 

the point of maximal bend (smallest radius of curvature) and only during laser 

transmission and never from mechanical fatigue alone.  The results of studies 

investigating fiber damage at different bend diameters are critical for urologists to select 

the correct fiber for a given surgical procedure. 

When the Ho:YAG beam transmits through the fiber without fiber damage, the 

beam can be targeted to the stone surface for lithotripsy.  No optical elements are 

positioned between the distal fiber tip and the stone.  During lithotripsy, fiber tip 

degradation can occur at high pulse energy output.(15, 39) Fiber tip degradation may 

cause decrease of beam transmission through the fiber, decrease ablation efficiency and 

require intraoperative replacement of the fiber.  Fiber replacement lengthens operating 

time, results in a resource loss, and compromises process efficacy. A recent study 

compared fiber degradation among different manufacturers.(39) Fiber tip degradation 

was an energy density related phenomenon and was significant for small core diameter 

fibers (200-273um) and at pulse energies larger than 1.0J(pulse energy at fiber input). 

Fibers with high output energies tended to have greater fiber degradation. Fiber tip 

degradation can result in a less collimated output beam and an irregular tip surface.  
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3.6 SAFETY ASPECT OF HO:YAG LASER LITHOTRIPSY 

Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy has a good clinical safety profile.  Sofer et al. reported 

a stone-free rate of 97% in Ho:YAG lithotripsy for 598 patients with upper urinary-tract 

calculi.(41)  Only 4% of patients had complications.  Intraoperatively, 13 patients had 

complications, including laser related ureteral perforation in 1 patient and laser fiber 

breakage within the ureteroscope in 3 patients.  Thus, 4 of 598 (0.7%) patients 

experienced laser related complications.  Watterson et al. showed a similar stone-free 

rate in their procedures and reported that 29 out of 30 procedures were completed with no 

significant complication.(42)  Most large series studies of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy for 

ureteral calculi show similar stone-free outcomes (typically greater than 90% are stone-

free) with minimal complications. 

Ureteral perforation caused by direct irradiation is a serious potential 

complication during Ho:YAG lithotripsy.  An ex vivo comparison of four commonly 

used lithotripters showed that a Ho:YAG laser beam could easily perforate the ureter 

wall, but the experiment was completed under the extreme conditions of direction 

absorption, and the fiber tip was normally oriented to the ureteral mucosal surface. 

Perforation did not occur when the fiber tip was maintained at least 2mm away from the 

ureteral mucosal surface and separated by water because the Ho:YAG wavelength (2.1 

um) is well absorbed by water.(43) In clinical circumstances, the optical fiber is usually 

oriented tangential to the ureteral mucosal surface (low fluence to the wall), and working 

under visual guidance allows urologists to maintain the fiber tip in contact with the stone 

surface and not the ureteral mucosa.  In the authors’ experience (Teichman), laser related 

perforation of the ureteral wall is an uncommon complication.  In the kidney, direct 
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absorption of laser energy by the kidney epithelium is usually of little clinical concern as 

the penetration depth is minimal (less than 0.4 mm). 

Another concern is the potential risk of chemical byproducts of photothermal 

stone ablation.  Photothermal ablation of uric acid calculi can produce cyanide, a deadly 

poison if produced in sufficient concentrations but has never been observed 

clinically.(44-46) No evidence of cyanide toxicity was found in reports by multiple 

groups.  

3.7 CONCLUSIONS 

The free-running Ho:YAG laser is currently considered the ”gold standard” by 

urologists for intracorporeal laser lithotripsy. In this article we have summarized several 

important aspects of clincial Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy. Ablation mechanism and ablation 

properties of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy were reviewed. Documentation of fiber-related 

problems and safety issues provide important practical knowledge for administering 

successful clinical procedures.     
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Chapter 4 Comparison of Fluoride and Sapphire Optical Fibers for 

Er:YAG Laser Lithotripsy 

 

4.1 ABSTRACT 

The long-pulse (200-350µs) Holmium:YAG (Ho:YAG) laser (λ=2.12µm) is used 

extensively in urology for laser lithotripsy. The long-pulse Erbium:YAG (Er:YAG) laser 

(λ=2.94µm) fragments urinary calculi up to 5 times more efficiently than the Ho:YAG 

laser, however, no optical fibers are available to transmit efficiently 2.94µm laser light 

for laser lithotripsy. We report results of a study evaluating a fluoride glass fiber to 

transmit Er:YAG laser light for laser lithotripsy and compare to a sapphire fiber that 

provides good transmission of Er:YAG light at low irradiance. The fluoride fiber 

provides superior light transmission efficiency over the sapphire fiber at an Er:YAG 

wavelength (2.94µm). The sapphire fiber provides a more durable and robust delivery 

waveguide than the fluoride fiber when ablating urinary calculi in contact mode. Results 

of our study suggest that further development to improve performance of fluoride fibers 

for laser lithotripsy is warranted.  

Key words: laser lithotripsy • fluoride fiber • urinary calculi • Erbium YAG laser • 

sapphire fiber 

4.2  INTRODUTION 

More than 20 years has elapsed since the first pulsed laser was introduced to 

disintegrate human urinary calculi intracorporeally.(1) Over the last decade, the long-

pulsed Ho:YAG laser has become the golden standard in urology for intracorporeal laser 

lithotripsy.(2) The Ho:YAG laser disintegrates stones by a photothermal mechanism.(3) 

Significant portions of this chapter have been previously published in Journal of 

Biophotonics 3(5-6), April,2010 
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Direct absorption of Ho:YAG radiant energy by the stone causes temperature of the 

irradiated volume to increase well above the ejection threshold before significant heat 

diffusion occurs, resulting in disintegration of material in the irradiated volume and 

ejection of fragments. The method yields smaller fragments than short-pulsed lasers used 

for shockwave lithotripsy, making discharge of fragments through a ureter possible. 

Ho:YAG light may be applied to disintegrate all stone compositions.(3, 4) An energy 

setting of 0.6 to 1.0 J of Ho:YAG pulsed radiation is frequently used in clinical 

lithotripsy.(5) High energy Ho:YAG pulses can be delivered to the target stone for 

ablation by a low OH
-
 silica fiber.  

One limitation of Ho:YAG laser lithotripsy is a relatively slow fragmentation 

process compared to short-pulse lithotripsy that saves time by producing larger sized 

fragments.(6, 7) In an effort to identify a more efficient laser for photothermal laser 

lithotripsy, various wavelengths from 2.1um to 6.5um were tested. Experimental studies 

indicated that Er:YAG laser light (λ=2.94µm) is more strongly absorbed by urinary 

calculi than Ho:YAG light and disintegrates stones up to 5 times more efficiently.(5, 6, 8, 

9) However, currently available optical fibers do not transmit high energy Er:YAG pulses 

efficiently because of high absorption of Er:YAG wavelength by OH
-
 group(10).  

Low-OH silica fibers are highly efficient in transmitting infrared light at 

wavelengths shorter than 1700nm. In laser lithotripsy application low-OH fibers can be 

used at the Ho:YAG wavelength (2.14 m) due to a relatively small absorption 

(0.07dB/m). Attenuation by low-OH silica fibers at the Er:YAG wavelength (2.97m) is 

substantially higher (~43.4dB/m) and can result in thermal degradation of the fiber at the 

input facet.(6, 11) Although germanium oxide fibers are relatively biocompatible and 

have a high damage threshold (2J/pulse) at the Er:YAG wavelength (2.97m), (11) light 
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attention is as high as 0.7dB/m, corresponding to a low transmission efficiency of 68% 

per meter.  Moreover, melting temperature of germanium oxide fibers is relatively low 

(~680
。

C), presumably resulting in fiber tip failure at high temperatures during Er:YAG 

photothermal lithotripsy. A damage threshold in germanium oxide fibers as low as 100mJ 

was reported by Lee et al. possibly due to material degradation after extensive use.(12) 

Sapphire fibers are biocompatible, have relatively low light attenuation and a high 

melting temperature(~2030
。

C).(6, 11, 13)  Light attenuation of sapphire fibers is as low 

as 0.3 dB/m, corresponding to a transmission efficiency of above 82% per meter. 

Sapphire fibers have a relatively low damage threshold and are suitable for applications 

that are limited by low Er:YAG irradiances.(14)  Heavy metal fluoride fibers such as 

ZBLAN have been used for Er:YAG beam delivery for more than 10 years because of the 

extremely low light attenuation(~0.08dB/m).(13, 14) However, ZBLAN fibers are 

unsuitable for high power laser lithotripsy due to their low melting temperature(265
°
C) 

and degrading hydroscopic property. Recently, a new type of ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber 

was developed using an improved fabrication process(15) that provides substantially 

reduced light attenuation (0.036 dB/m) at the Er:YAG wavelength(2.97m). Objective of 

this study is to test the new type of ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber for Er:YAG laser 

lithotripsy and compare transmission efficiency and ablation properties with an 

equivalent diameter sapphire fiber. Results of the study are of interest to urologists who 

seek alternative fibers for Er:YAG lithotripsy. 

4.3  MATERIALS AND METHODS        

Materials: Human urinary calculi with compositions greater than 90% 

magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH) were obtained from a stone 

supply laboratory (Louis Herring, Orlando, FL). All stone samples were cut into 2 mm 
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thick slices by a dental diamond saw to produce two parallel flat surfaces for laser 

irradiation and mechanical fixation. Stone samples were immersed in DI water for 24 

hours before and during experiments to simulate physiological conditions.  

 

Figure 4.1: Experimental Setup 

Methods: The experiments were performed with a commercial Er:YAG laser 

(Schwartz Electro-Optics Laser 1-2-3, λ=2.94µm, FWHM: 170us, Beam diameter: 6.3 

mm, Orlando, FL). A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 

4.1. The beam at the exit aperture of the Er:YAG laser passed through a band pass filter 

(λ=2.94±0.15 µm, Janos Technology, Keene, NH) to allow transmission of Er:YAG 

wavelength and block visible light emitted from the Ho:YAG flashlamp. A beam splitter, 

placed behind the filter, reflected about 8% of the incident laser energy to an energy 

probe (J25 Series pyroelectric probe, Molectron Detector Inc., Portland, Oregon). The 

energy probe was connected to an energy meter (EPM-2000e, Molectron Detector Inc.) 

and measured reflected Er:YAG pulse energy. The energy meter, connected to a personal 
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computer running LabView software, allowed computation of the transmitted pulse 

energy.  

The light, transmitted through the beam splitter, was coupled into either a 450 um 

core diameter ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber (HPF fiber, IRphotonics, Quebec, Canada) or a 

425 um core diameter sapphire fiber (Photran, Amherst, NH) via a 50 mm focal length 

calcium fluoride lens. After focusing by the calcium fluoride lens, the laser beam had a 

beam N.A. of 0.063 and was coupled into either fluoride (N.A. = 0.20) or sapphire fibers 

(N.A. = 0.12) efficiently. The aberration-free diameter of the beam, 56 um at the focal 

plane of the calcium fluoride lens, was well below the core diameter of both fluoride and 

sapphire fibers and ensured high coupling efficiency. Both fibers were not anti-reflection 

coated on either end for unbiased comparison. Six measurements were completed to 

evaluate fluoride and sapphire fibers for laser lithotripsy using Er:YAG laser light 

(2.94µm). 

1) Transmission efficiency of the fluoride and sapphire fibers in air was compared 

at different pulse energy levels from 20mJ to 120mJ. Each fiber was irradiated 

continuously with 1500 pulses at an incident pulse energy of 100mJ and repetition rate of 

5Hz to test stability of the transmission efficiency. Output energy at the distal end of 

either fiber was measured using a radiant power detector (PM10, Coherent Inc., Santa 

Clara, CA).  

2) Flexibility of the fluoride and sapphire fibers was compared by measuring light 

transmission efficiency after both fibers were bent to 8 and 12 cm radii.  

3) Damage threshold of both fibers were measured by increasing single pulse 

energy from 100mJ in increments of 50mJ. Fiber damage was identified as a sharp 
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decrease of transmission efficiency and observed under an optical microscope as an 

ablation crater on the entrance facet of the test fiber. 

4) Human MAPH calculi immersed in distilled water were ablated in contact 

mode with light emitted from fluoride and sapphire fibers. In contact mode ablation the 

fiber tip was oriented orthogonal to the stone surface and positioned directly against the 

water-stone interface while pulsed laser radiation entered the MAPH calculi. A total 

number of 50 Er:YAG pulses were applied at a pulse repetition rate of 5Hz and an pulse 

energy of 100 mJ measured at the distal end of the fiber before ablation. After the contact 

mode ablation, the MAPH calculi were desiccated in air for 24 hours and microscopy 

images of ablation craters were recorded using a commercial microscope (Leica, 

Germany). Three-dimensional profile of craters in response to Er:YAG laser contact 

mode ablation were recorded using frequency domain optical coherence tomography 

(OCT) in raster scanning mode(16). Crater volumes were calculated using recorded OCT 

images and Matlab software.  

5) After stone ablation, the distal end of each fiber was desiccated in a high 

pressure air flow for 10 minutes, and the transmission efficiency of fluoride and sapphire 

fibers was measured and compared to values before contact mode ablation of the MAPH 

calculi. Fiber tip damage resulting from contact mode ablation was investigated using 

optical microscopy.  

Results between fluoride and sapphire fibers were compared statistically for 

transmission efficiency, stability of transmission efficiency, loss of transmission 

efficiency under different bending radii, crater sizes and loss of transmission efficiency 

after contact mode ablation. For statistical comparisons a one- or two-tailed t-test was 

computed for parametric data and p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.(4)  
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4.4 RESULTS 

1) For an input pulse energy from 20mJ to 120mJ, transmission efficiency 

through an 80cm long fluoride fiber was above 87% and up to 91%, better than 76% to 

82% for an equivalent length of sapphire fiber, p<0.004 (Figure 4.2). Measured values of 

transmission efficiency include losses due to Fresnel reflection at air-fiber interfaces at 

entrance and exit facets of the fiber and losses due to absorption by fiber material. No 

decline of transmission efficiency was observed in either fluoride or sapphire fibers 

during 1500 continuous Er:YAG pulses (Figure 4.3). Four statistical tests were performed 

where the transmission efficiency of the fluoride or sapphire fiber after 200 continuous 

pulses was compared to the transmission efficiency after 500, 800, 1000, and 1500 pulses 

respectively. The differences were not statistically significant (Table 4.1).  

 

Figure 4.2: Transmission efficiency of fluoride and sapphire fibers at different pulse 

energies.  
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Figure 4.3: Transmission efficiency of fluoride and sapphire fibers during the irradiation 

of 1500 continuous Er:YAG pulses (100mJ/pulse). 

 

Table 4.1: Comparison p-values of fiber transmission efficiency after pulsed laser 

irradiation (100 mJ).  

2) No substantial decline of transmission efficiency was observed when the 

fluoride or sapphire fibers were bent to 8 or 12cm radii (Figure 4.4), p>0.4.  

3) Damage threshold on the entrance tip of the sapphire fiber in air was measured 

to be between 750 to 800 mJ per pulse for the system described in Figure 4.1. Damage 

threshold on the entrance tip of the fluoride fiber in air was above 850 mJ and not 
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determined since the maximum pulse energy of the Er:YAG laser used in this study is 

850mJ. The damage threshold in terms of fluence is 304 J/mm
2 

for the sapphire fiber and 

greater than 345 J/mm
2
 for the fluoride fiber. 

 

Figure 4.4: Transmission efficiency of fluoride and sapphire fibers under different 

bending radii (8cm, 12cm, Straight) 

4) Ablation craters were produced in MAPH calculi by Er:YAG pulses delivered 

by both sapphire and fluoride fibers in contact mode (Figure 4.5). Crater diameters after 

50 pulses were larger than those created by fluoride fibers (614±30 um) compared to 

sapphire fibers (517±25 um), p=0.002. However, crater depths were shallower for 

fluoride fiber ablated craters, 918±80 um vs. 1806±90 um for sapphire, p<0.0001. 

Volume of ablation craters produced by irradiation using a fluoride fiber was 0.14±0.01 

mm
3
, less than that of a sapphire fiber (0.19±0.02 mm

3
), p=0.005.  
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Figure 4.5: OCT images of craters in MAPH urinary calculi after contact mode ablation. 

Left: ablation crater created by sapphire fiber, right: ablation crater created 

by fluoride fiber. Scale bar: 100um 

5) The transmission efficiency of both fluoride and sapphire fibers declined after 

stone ablation, p<0.05. The decline of transmission efficiency was 3±3% after contact 

mode ablation for the sapphire fiber, much less than 35±10% for the fluoride fiber, 

p<0.0001. Microscopy images of fiber tips showed significant damage to the core of the 

fluoride fiber (Figure 4.6). Similar damage was not observed to the core of the sapphire 

fiber. 

4.5 DISCUSSION 

The primary purpose of this study was to test transmission efficiency and ablation 

properties of the ZBLAN fluoride glass fiber for Er:YAG laser lithotripsy and compare to 

the same diameter sapphire fiber. ZBLAN fluoride glass, due to a relatively low Fresnel 
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loss (3.7%) and low attenuation of mid IR wavelengths, is better suited for efficient fiber 

delivery of Er:YAG laser light compared to sapphire. The Fresnel reflection losses 

(3.7%) at one end of the fluoride fiber, with refractive index of the core material at 1.48, 

are better than that of the sapphire fiber (6.7%) with its refractive index at 1.70.(13) Light 

attenuation of the ZBLAN fluoride fiber at 2.94µm is reported to be 0.08 dB/m, better 

than the value reported for a sapphire fiber (0.4dB/m)(13). The ZBLAN fluoride fiber we 

tested is characterized by an attenuation of 0.036 dB/m due to an improved fabrication 

process(15). Damage threshold of a fiber also depends on melting point of the fiber 

material. The fluoride fiber was limited for high pulse energy delivery because of a 

relatively low melting temperature (265
°
C), substantially less than that of a sapphire fiber 

(2030
°
C).  

From our experimental results, the fluoride fiber provides better transmission 

efficiency of Er:YAG laser light in air than the sapphire fiber. In Figure 4.3, transmission 

efficiency of a fluoride fiber is about 90% and the transmission efficiency of a sapphire 

fiber is about 81%. The difference of transmission efficiency is high as 9.0% at incident 

pulse energy of 100 mJ. Since the difference of transmission efficiency due to Fresnel 

reflection loss is 6.0% for two fiber facets, the difference due to absorption loss is 3.0%. 

The absorption loss is calculated to be 0.14 dB/m for the fluoride fiber and 0.20 dB/m for 

the sapphire fiber tested here, slightly different than cited values. Stability of transmission 

efficiency during delivery of a large number of pulses is required clinically. No 

statistically significant decline of transmission efficiency was observed in fluoride or 

sapphire fibers during 1500 continuous pulses (average incident pulse energy: 100 mJ). 

The fiber bend radius is a measurement of flexibility during clinical lithotripsy. 

Transmission loss and light leakage at small bend radii can result in fiber damage and 
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failure during clinical lithotripsy procedure.(17) The measured decline of transmission 

efficiency was not statistically significant when either fiber was bent to 8 or 12 cm radii. 

In air, the entrance end of the fluoride fiber has a higher damage threshold than that of the 

sapphire fiber, indicating that the fluoride fiber is a better candidate for delivery of high 

energy Er:YAG pulses.  

 

Figure 4.6: Microscopic images of intact and damaged fiber tips. (a): intact fluoride 

fiber, (b): intact sapphire fiber, (c): damaged fluoride fiber, (d): damaged 

sapphire fiber. Scale bar: 100um 
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The sapphire fiber provides better performance than the fluoride fiber for contact 

mode ablation of MAPH calculi. Diameter of ablation craters is slightly larger for the 

fluoride fiber probably due to its larger fiber core diameter (fluoride core diameter: 

450um; sapphire core diameter: 425um). However, calculated crater volume is 

substantially larger for the sapphire fiber. Transmission measurements and microscopy 

images of fiber tips after contact mode ablation showed that the tip of the fluoride fiber 

was damaged heavily during delivery of 50 Er:YAG pulses, indicating that more net 

Er:YAG energy was delivered through the sapphire fiber and resulted in a larger ablation 

volume. Heavy damage to the fluoride fiber may be due to a few candidate reasons. First, 

the fluoride fiber has low melting temperature(13). A long-pulse Er:YAG laser uses a 

photothermal mechanism to fragment urinary calculi. Temperature of the irradiated area 

can be substantially above the melting point of the fluoride fiber(3), resulting in melting 

of the fiber tip during ablation. A second reason that the fluoride fiber may be more 

easily damaged is its hygroscopic property. Absorption of Er:YAG radiation by water is 

extremely strong and can cause direct photothermal ablation and fracturing of the fluoride 

fiber tip. A third reason is that the hardness of sapphire fiber is greater than that of 

fluoride. Fragments of the urinary calculi that mechanically impact the fiber tip in contact 

with the stone are more likely to cause fracture of material in the fluoride fiber. Because 

sapphire is one of the hardest known materials, the sapphire fiber tip is more resilient to 

damage by ejected stone materials.  

4.6  CONCLUSIONS 

Although the fluoride fiber provides superior light transmission at the Er:YAG 

wavelength (2.94 um) in the air, the sapphire fiber provides superior ablation of urinary 

calculi in contact mode. However, before fluoride fibers may be utilized in clinical laser 
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lithotripsy, mechanical, thermal and chemical reliability must be improved.  A protection 

tip such as a sapphire window positioned on the tip of the fluoride fiber might provide 

protection against mechanical impact by debris and overheating by high temperature 

debris.  A protection tip can also prevent hygroscopic damage to the end facet of the 

fluoride fiber. A cladding material that extends distally to the protective tip can protect 

the remainder of the exposed fiber surface.  A fluoride fiber with a protection tip that is 

resilient to mechanical and chemical damage may provide more robust performance for 

Er:YAG laser lithotripsy by combining low absorption to Er:YAG radiation (2.94 um) 

during fiber delivery and a high melting temperature during stone ablation.  Hybrid 

germanium oxide fibers with a sapphire protective tip were proposed and tested.(11) 

Sufficient Er:YAG pulse energies were transmitted through the hybrid germanium oxide 

fibers for the purpose of laser lithotripsy. The new ZBLAN fiber tested here may 

represent a second candidate hybrid fiber that uses a protective tip and provides low 

attenuation and high damage threshold to Er:YAG radiation.  Results of our study 

suggest that further development work to improve the performance of fluoride fibers for 

laser lithotripsy is warranted. 
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Chapter 5 Femtosecond Laser Lithotripsy: Feasibility and Ablation 

Mechanism 

 

5.1 ABSTRACT 

Light emitted from a femtosecond laser is capable of plasma induced ablation of 

various materials. We tested feasibility of utilizing femtosecond pulsed laser radiation (

 =800nm, 140fs, 0.9 mJ/pulse) for ablation of urinary calculi. Ablation craters were 

observed in human calculi of greater than 90% calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), 

cystine (CYST), or magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH). Largest 

crater volumes were achieved on CYST stones, among the most difficult stones to 

fragment using Ho:YAG Lithotripsy. Diameter of debris was characterized using optical 

microscopy and found to be less than 20 um, substantially smaller than that produced by 

long pulsed Ho:YAG ablation. Stone retropulsion, monitored by a high speed camera 

system with a spatial resolution of 15um, was negligible for stones with mass as small as 

0.06g. Peak shock wave pressures were less than 2 bars, measured by a polyvinylidene 

fluoride needle (PVDF) hydrophone. Ablation dynamics were visualized and 

characterized with pump-probe imaging and fast flash photography and correlated to 

shock wave pressures. Because femtosecond pulsed laser ablates urinary calculi of soft 

and hard compositions, with micron sized debris, negligible stone retropulsion and small 

shock wave pressures, we conclude the approach is a promising candidate technique for 

lithotripsy.  

Key words: femtosecond laser, lithotripsy, plasma, urinary calculi 

Significant portions of this chapter have been previously published in Journal of 

Biomedical Optics (15),Apr. 2010. 
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5.2 INTRODUCTION 

5.2.1 Current Approaches of Laser Lithotripsy 

More than 20 years has elapsed since a pulsed laser was first introduced to 

disintegrate urinary calculi intracorporeally. Laser induced ablation is now extensively 

used in endoscopic lithotripsy for kidney and urethral calculi since the procedure uses 

only a thin (several hundred microns in diameter) optical fiber to deliver pulsed laser 

light to the target surface and disintegrate calculi.[1, 2] The small fragments can be 

removed using a basket tool or flushing. The laser lithotripsy procedure is considered 

minimally invasive. Different types of pulsed lasers have been utilized for laser 

lithotripsy including: i) pulse neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet(Nd:YAG); ii) pulsed 

dye; iii) alexandrite; and iv) holmium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet(Ho:YAG) lasers(Table 

5.1). Each laser’s mechanism of action can be distinguished into two types: photothermal 

ablative and photomechanical. 
 

Laser Wavelength (nm) Pulse duration 

Nd:YAG 1064 8ns 

Pulse dye 504 1.2us 

Alexandrite 755 150ns-1us 

Ho:YAG 2100 250-350us 

Table 5.1: Laser lithotripsy specifications 

The Nd:YAG, alexandrite, and the pulsed dye lasers are short pulsed lasers using 

a photomechanical mechanism to disintegrate calculi (pulse durations are listed in table 

3.1). The short pulse duration ensures little heat diffusion and efficient conversion of 

absorbed laser energy to mechanical energy. Stress confinement conditions lead to 
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creating a cavitation bubble that expands and collapses upon itself, releasing a shock 

wave on the stone surface.[1] The free running Ho:YAG laser disintegrates stones by a 

photothermal ablative mechanism.[2] Ho:YAG pulse duration is too long to produce a 

strong mechanical effect but sufficiently short to overheat the irradiated tissue and cause 

material ablation before heat can diffuse from the irradiated area [3-5].  

The Ho:YAG laser is the gold standard for laser lithotripsy as the procedure 

produces small fragments, disintegrates all stone compositions, and is transmitted well in 

small diameter optical fibers that can be used in a flexible ureteroscope.[6, 7] 

Furthermore, stone-free treatment outcomes for ureteroscopy have generally exceeded 

90%.[8] Some important limitations of using the Ho:YAG laser are relatively inefficient 

fragmentation, and increased risk of optical fiber failure and ureteroscope destruction in 

lower pole ureteronephroscopy procedures.[9, 10] 

In an effort to identify a laser that fragments all stone compositions and can be 

applied clinically, we investigated a near infrared femtosecond laser. 

5.2.2 Feasibility of Femtosecond Laser Ablation of Urinary Calculi 

A femtosecond (fs) is one millionth of a billionth of a second. A typical 

femtosecond laser has a pulse duration from several tens to several hundred 

femtoseconds; in comparison pulse durations are about one-billion times shorter than 

those employed using the free-running Ho:YAG laser. Power density of a femtosecond 

pulse is thus so high that light emitted from a femtosecond laser is capable of producing 

plasma induced ablation of various materials.[11] The irradiated material is ionized at the 

beginning of the femtosecond pulse and forms a plasma (mixture of ions and electrons). 

Subsequently, incoming laser energy is absorbed by free electrons providing acceleration 

and additional free electrons through impact ionization.[12] The number of high speed 
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free electrons is sufficiently large to collide and remove ions and atoms from the bulk 

material. Use of femtosecond lasers provides several advantages. Micron size debris are 

produced and little collateral damage results. The extremely short pulse duration also 

allows substantially smaller pulsed energies to be used. No extra design work is 

necessary to match laser wavelength to material characteristics since the absorption 

mechanism is multiphoton and is thus wavelength independent. In an effort to find a laser 

that disintegrates all stone compositions, we test an ultrashort pulsed laser (central 

wavelength: 800nm) with pulse duration around 140femtosecond. 

5.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Specimens: Human urinary calculi with compositions greater than 90% calcium 

oxalate monohydrate (COM), magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH), 

or cystine (CYST) were obtained from a stone reference laboratory (Louis Herring, 

Orlando, FL). All calculi were sliced with a dental diamond saw to create a relatively flat 

surface before all ablation studies. The calculi were submerged in deionized water for 24 

hours before performing experiments. 

Experimental Setup:The experiments were performed using a commercially 

available 1W femtosecond laser (Coherent Hidra 10, Santa Clara, CA) operating at a 

central wavelength of 800 nm and pulse duration of 140 fs. The laser was set at pulse 

energy of 0.9mJ and a beam waist of 4mm. Laser pulse repetition rate was tunable from 1 

to 1000Hz. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1. A 

shutter (UniBlitz Model LS6Z, Vincent Associates, Rochester, New York) was 

positioned after the laser exit aperture and operated by a shutter controller (UniBlitz 

Model T132, Vincent Associates). A 30X objective lens (NA=0.40) with a 3.8mm 

working distance was used to focus laser radiation on the calculus specimen. The 
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aberration-free beam diameter at the objective lens focus was calculated to be 2.4um. 

Single pulse energy just before interacting with the calculus sample was measured to be 

0.64mJ. Power density during the pulse was estimated at 10
17

 W/cm
2
, substantially higher 

than the threshold to produce plasma-mediated ablation in most materials.[13] Each 

calculus sample was submerged in water and irradiated with 1000 pulses at a pulse 

repetition rate of 1 KHz. Six specimens of each composition were irradiated. A flat area 

of calculus was irradiated and longitudinal position of the stone surface was maintained 

50 um above the minimum beam waist. A dichroic mirror was used that reflected near 

infrared femtosecond light and transmited visible light. The dichroic mirror allowed the 

CCD camera to share the same objective lens with the ablation optical path for image 

monitoring and control. After femtosecond pulsed laser irradiation, calculi and debris 

were desiccated in air. Crater diameter and depth were measured using spectral domain 

optical coherence tomography (OCT) [3]. The elementary volume equation for a cone 

was used to estimate crater volume. Size of ejected debris was characterized by optical 

microscopy. 

  Light source for the pump-probe imaging experiments was the same Hidra 10 

femtosecond laser used for ablation studies (Figure 5.1). The pump and probe beams 

were generated using a 75:25 beam splitter respectively. The reduced energy beam used 

for probing was frequency doubled with a 4mm thick beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal. 

A variable optical delay line was included in the probe beam path to achieve specific time 

delays (0-59ns) between pump and probe pulses. A high speed camera (FASTCAM 

Super 3K, Photron, CA) was synchronized with the shutter controller to record time-

resolved images of debris ejection after the calculus was ablated with a single pulse. For 

each pump-probe image, the calculus was moved to a new lateral position with a virgin 
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surface before a second image was recorded. A 450 nm shortpass optical filter (FES0450 

Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey) was positioned in front of the camera to block residual 

800nm light and fluorescence light generated during ablation. The 30X objective lens for 

ablation was replaced by a 16X objective lens (working distance: 8mm, NA: 0.25) to 

provide a longer working distance for pump-probe imaging. 

 

 Figure 5.1: Experimental setup to investigate femtosecond laser ablation of urinary 

calculi. BS, Beam Splitter. PD: photodiode. OJ: objective lens. 

Fast flash photography was used to record images of the ablation site at delays 

from fractions of a microsecond to tens of microseconds. The setup employed for fast 

flash photography was similar to that utilized for pump probe imaging except for the 

probe light source and the filter. A microchip laser (Standa STA-01-10, Lithuania, 
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wavelength 1064 nm, pulse duration 0.4 ns, pulse energy 12.5 uJ) was used as a probe 

light source. The 450nm filter was replaced by a 950 nm longpass filter (FEL0950 

Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey) to allow transmission of only radiation emitted by the 

microchip laser. The delay between onset of the femtosecond laser pump pulse and the 

microchip laser probe pulse was controlled by a digital delay generator (DG535, Standard 

Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA). A series of delay times (0.65-73.5us) was used to 

record ablation events. 

The shock wave pressure produced by super heating of calculi and plasma 

expansion was measured by a polyvinylidene fluoride needle (PVDF) hydrophone 

(TNU001A, NTR Systems, Seattle, WA). The PVDF hydrophone had a linear response 

from 0.002 MHz to 50 MHz and could detect most shock waves created by femtosecond 

laser ablation. The acoustic signals were amplified by a NTR 30dB preamplifier (10-90% 

risetime is 7ns) and acquired via a digital oscilloscope. During ablation, a fraction of 

incident femtosecond laser light was reflected by the calculus surface and was collected 

by a fast Si photoreceiver (1801-FS, New Focus, San Jose CA 125MHz) to trigger 

acquisition of the shock wave pressure measurement.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Experimental setup to investigate dynamics of stone retropulsion.  OJ: 

objective lens. 
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The dynamics of stone retropulsion during ablation were monitored using a 

second experimental setup (Figure 5.2). Femtosecond pulses were incident on and 

interacted with calculi specimens from the side. A calculus sample was placed on a 

smooth glass surface to minimize the frictional force between the stone and supporting 

interface. A high speed camera (FASTCAM Super 3K, Photron, CA) was synchronized 

with the shutter to record time-resolved images and detect any retropulsive movement of 

the calculus sample. The spatial resolution of recorded images was calibrated to be 15 

um.   

5.4  RESULTS  

Conically-shaped ablation craters were produced in COM, CYST and MAPH 

calculi (Figure 5.3 and 5.4). Edges of all craters were sharp and clearly observed in the 

images. The crater diameters and depths varied from tens of microns to several hundred 

microns (Figure 5.5). Crater volumes for CYST calculi were twice as large as that for 

COM and MAPH. 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Microscopic images of ablation craters on COM (left), CYST (Middle) and 

MAPH (right) calculi. Scale bar: 100um 
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Figure 5.4: OCT cross-sectional images of ablation craters on a) COM, b) CYST, and c) 

MAPH calculi. Scale bar: 100um.  

 

Figure 5.5: Diameter, depth and volume of ablation craters on COM, MAPH and CYST 

calculi 

To test accumulative effects of laser photodisruption, we ablated MAPH calculi 

by applying different number of pulses. Up to 1000 pulses were applied to MAPH calculi 

specimens at a fixed repetition rate of 1 KHz and a fixed energy level of 0.9mJ per pulse. 

The same 30X objective lens was used to focus the incident laser beam. Intensity OCT 

images of ablation craters in a MAPH specimen for 400, 700 and 1000 pulses are given 
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in Figure 5.6. Upon increasing the incident number of pulses from 400 to 1000, clear 

craters were observed in both microscopic and OCT images. A greater number of pulses 

result in larger diameter and deeper ablation craters (Fig 5.7). The increase in measured 

diameter varies linearly with number of applied pulses. Standard deviation of the crater 

volume also increases with larger ablation crater volumes. The larger variation in ablation 

crater volume may be due to bubble and debris shielding. 

 

 

Figure 5.6: Intensity OCT images of ablation craters on MAPH calculi produced by 400 

(left), 700 (middle) and 1000 (right) incident laser pulses 

 

Figure 5.7: Diameter and depth of ablation craters on MAPH calculi vs. number of 

incident laser pulses 
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The size of most debris was below 1 um for all three stone compositions. Debris 

with size ranging from 1um to 20um were observed in much smaller proportions. No 

debris were observed larger than 20um in diameter. 

Femtosecond bubble dynamics are shown in Figure 5.8 (0-59 ns: pump probe 

imaging, 0.65-32.3 us: fast flash photography). For reference in all measurements, the 

femtosecond laser pulse interacted with the calculus surface at t=0ns. A conical-shaped 

plasma feature formed in water before 7ns delay, indicating that radiation energy density 

exceeded the plasma threshold in regions outside the minimum beam waist. At 7ns delay, 

a shock wave was separated from the plasma and propagated outwards. Although the 

plasma region did not expand substantially over the initial 59ns after the pump pulse, 

expansion was observed at a microsecond time scale. The fastest expansion was observed 

at the tip of the cone where energy density was highest. Maximum expansion was 

recorded at 13us and a pear shaped vapor bubble was observed. Thereafter the bubble 

began to collapse and formed the shape of a cylinder. The bubble reached a minimum 

volume at 25us and began a second cycle of expansion afterwards.        

Images of femtosecond pulsed laser ablation dynamics were recorded (Figure 5.9) 

at various delay times using pump probe imaging (0-59 ns) and fast flash photography 

(1.3-73.5 us). A portion of the femtosecond pump pulse laser energy created localized 

micro-plasmas in water within the initial 4 ns and formed a pattern tracing propagation of 

the beam. The localized micro-plasmas didn’t substantially alter the beam 

propagation[14] in water so that a large portion of the incident radiant energy passed 

through and was sufficient to create plasma on the surface of the calculus sample. Due to 

rapid plasma expansion on the calculus surface, a hemispherical shock wave was 

observed to separate and propagate outward from the plasma within 20 ns of the onset of 
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the femtosecond pump pulse. A hemispheric bubble first became evident at a delay time 

of 33 ns and continued expanding by following shock wave propagation. The bubble 

reached a maximum size at 22 us. Thereafter the bubble began to collapse and reached a 

minimum volume at 62us and subsequently began a second cycle of expansion. Debris 

were visible in the image recorded at 62us. The speed of shock wave expansion was 

calculated based on pump probe images.  It was approximately 2.1 um/ns or 1.4 times 

the speed of sound in water at 7 ns delay, and was 1.5 um/ns at 20 ns delay, almost the 

same as the speed of sound in water. 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Images of femtosecond bubble dynamics. Scale bar: 100um. Red arrow: 

direction of incident laser.   
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Figure 5.9: Femtosecond ablation dynamics. Cystine was used to demonstrate, but no 

obvious difference is for different calculi. Scale bar: 100um. Red arrow: 

direction of incident laser. 
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Shock wave pressures measured for water ablation are displayed in Figure 5.10. 

Two pressure peaks were observed when the PVDF hydrophone was placed within 

several hundred microns from the ablated region. The first peak pressure (1.5 bars) 

corresponded to the shock wave separated from the plasma (t=20 ns, Figure 5.8). The 

second peak (0.4 bars) corresponded to the secondary expansion of the vapor bubble 

(t=25.4 us, Figure 5.8). 

No retropulsion movement was detected within the spatial resolution of the 

camera (15 um) for all three calculi compositions when maximum femtosecond pulsed 

laser energy (0.64 mJ) was applied to small calculi specimens (0.06g).  

 

Figure 5.10: Shock wave pressures measured during femtosecond laser ablation in pure 

water.  
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5.5  DISCUSSION 

The ablation process of femtosecond laser lithotripsy in these experiments is 

governed by plasma mediated ablation mechanism and appears fundamentally distinct 

from that of nanosecond laser lithotripsy. Nanosecond laser lithotripsy is governed by a 

photomechanical ablative mechanism[1, 3] In nanosecond laser lithotripsy, shock waves 

are generate both plasma expansion and bubble collapse with a magnitude of over 100 

bars[3]. These shock waves are powerful enough to fragment calculi when they traverse 

the calculus surface. In femtosecond laser lithotripsy experiments reported here, the 

calculus is ionized at the beginning of the femtosecond laser pulse and forms plasma 

(mixture of ions and electrons). Following ionization and plasma creation, incoming laser 

energy is absorbed by free electrons providing acceleration and additional free electron 

creation [12]. The number of high speed free electrons is sufficiently large to remove 

calculus material. The plasma-mediated ablation mechanism is consistent with the small 

debris. All debris were less than 20 um in diameter and most debris were less than 1 um 

in diameter. In comparison, nanosecond laser lithotripsy produces large fragments with 

sizes from several hundred microns to several millimeters.[1-3]  

Because the energy transfer time from plasma electrons to ions by collisions is on 

the order of several picoseconds (1 ps=1000 fs) and is much longer than the laser pulse 

duration (140fs),[12] only a small fraction of incident laser energy was transferred to heat 

the ions and produce shock waves. Amplitude of shock wave pressures is thus smaller 

than those observed in nanosecond laser lithotripsy and consistent with experimental 

values (1.5 bars and 0.4bars) reported here. Large amplitude shock waves produce 

irregular fracture planes,[3] whereas plasma induced ablation craters observed in our 

experiments appeared more smooth and symmetric. In nanosecond laser lithotripsy, 
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shock wave speed decreases to a value close to speed of sound in water within a distance 

of about 200 um from the emission center[15]. In comparison, shock waves produced in 

femtosecond laser lithotripsy slow to the speed of sound in water within a distance less 

than 100 um. The rapid decay of the shock wave speed suggests that the shock wave does 

not substantially contribute to the femtosecond ablation process. 

In our experiments, femtosecond laser ablation of calculi shows several 

interesting features that may provide advantages for laser lithotripsy. First, femtosecond 

laser lithotripsy produces micron sized debris. The small debris size compares favorably 

even to Ho:YAG lithotripsy.[2] Second, the paucity of shock waves implies little risk of 

retropulsion or collateral damage.[16] Absence of retropulsion is desirable.[17] Third, the 

ultrashort pulse duration implies little risk of heat accumulation or thermal transfer, with 

little risk of collateral thermal damage. Observations from these preliminary studies 

suggest further investigation of femtosecond laser lithotripsy is warranted. In experiments 

reported here we delivered femtosecond laser pulses to calculi specimens as a focused 

free beam. Clinical laser lithotripsy will require use of a waveguide to deliver 

femtosecond light to a targeted calculi.[18] Future studies in our laboratory investigating 

use of femtosecond laser light for clinical laser lithotripsy are planned. 
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Chapter 6 Ablation of Intracorporeal Tissues Using Femtosecond Laser 

Pulses Delivered By a Novel Fiber Delivery System 

 

6.1  ABSTRACT 

Background and Objective: Femtosecond lasers have recently received much 

attention as pulsed laser ablation causes minimal thermal and mechanical collateral 

damage. Despite these advantages, fiber delivered applications of femtosecond lasers are 

limited due to limited availability of fiber waveguides and requirement of focusing lens.  

We demonstrate a fiber delivery system for both transmitting and focusing high energy 

femtosecond laser pulses. The system is used to ablate various intracorporeal tissues.  

Study Design/Materials and Methods: Light emitted from a femtosecond laser 

(Coherent Hidra 10) was coupled into a one-meter long metal coated hollow waveguide 

optimized for near-infrared femtosecond laser transmission. The hollow waveguide was 

end-capped with either a 3 mm diameter sapphire full-ball lens or a 2 mm diameter 

sapphire half-ball lens. Planar surface of the half-ball lens was attached to the distal end 

of the hollow waveguide, allowing focus of femtosecond light only after the beam passed 

through the curved air-sapphire surface. Transmission efficiency of both systems was 

compared with the fiber in straight and bent conditions. The system with a half-ball lens 

was applied to ablate various intracorporeal tissues including urinary calculus, otic 

capsule bone and tooth.  Each tissue moved in a raster scanning mode during continuous 

femtosecond pulse irradiation to create a rectangular-shaped ablation region. Images of 

ablated regions were recorded using optical microscopy and optical coherence 

tomography.   
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Results: The fiber delivery system with a half-ball lens was demonstrated to 

perform better than that with a full-ball lens in femtosecond pulse transmission. 

Femtosecond laser pulses up to 200uJ/pulse were transmitted by the fiber delivery system 

with no damage to neither the fiber nor the half-ball lens. The transmission efficiency of 

the system was greater than 75% with a straight hollow waveguide, and greater than 50% 

with a bent waveguide(radius: 13cm). Precise ablation was observed on all three tested 

tissues. The rectangular-shaped ablation region was over 50um deep on all tested tissues. 

Edges of the ablated region ended abruptly with no damage observed to the surrounding 

region.  

Conclusions: The fiber delivery system can transmit and focus near-infrared 

femtosecond laser pulses for the purpose of tissue ablation. Precise ablation was 

demonstrated on three physiological tissues producing sharp edges and minimal non-

specific damage to surrounding regions.  

 

6.2 INTRODUCTION 

Femtosecond lasers (pulse duration less than 1 picosecond) have recently received 

much attention as their application can provide precise ablation with minimal thermal and 

negligible mechanical or acoustic collateral damage compared to conventional short 

pulsed lasers (picosecond or nanosecond pulse duration). When tissue is exposed to a 

highly focused femtosecond beam, plasma mediated ablation occurs immediately 

following the onset of pulsed laser irradiation. Plasma expansion produces a permanent 

cavity at the focal region. Collateral damage is minimized since the duration of the pulse 

is much shorter than the propagation time for shock wave or thermal waves.(1-5)  
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A number of ongoing investigations are being conducted investigating 

implementation of femtosecond laser ablation for clinical applications, including 

ophthalmic surgery(1, 6), dental surgery(1, 7), psoriatic nail treatment(8), middle ear 

surgery(2, 9), and urinary calculus lithotripsy(3). Ophthalmic surgery, such as 

femtosecond LASIK surgery, has achieved clinical success. The other ophthalmic 

surgery, such as femtosecond presbyopia treatment, has also obtained excellent results in 

human subjects in early stage evaluation.(10) Middle ear surgery, especially 

stapedotomy, has recently received more attention.(2) The abnormal growth of bone in 

the otic capsule often causes fixation of a small bone structure known as the stapes and 

results in conductive hearing loss. Stapedotomy is a standard surgical procedure to treat 

the symptom by perforating the stapes footplate and inserting a prosthetic device. In a 

recent study, application of a femtosecond laser was proven to outperform conventional 

long-pulse lasers in providing precise perforation with less collateral damage, especially 

less acoustic trauma due to pressure transients. 

Target tissues, such as teeth, eye or nail, are accessible to femtosecond laser 

ablation because they are either superficial or transparent to laser radiation (e.g., eye).  

Femtosecond laser pulses can be delivered to the surface of a specimen as either a 

focused free beam or through an articulated handpiece with mirrors.(1) Intracorporeal 

clinical application, such as middle ear or urinary calculus surgery, require use of a 

waveguide to deliver high energy femtosecond pulses and use of a focusing element to 

concentrate pulse energy onto a targeted site. However, the type of waveguide to deliver 

femtosecond pulses is limited due to the high power density. Conventional waveguides 

such as silica glass fibers can introduce extremely high pulse distortion (mainly pulse 

broadening) or become damaged during light transmission.  The best core material is air, 
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which gives low femtosecond pulse distortion and has a high damage threshold.(11) Two 

types of waveguides belong to this category and include air core photonic crystal fiber 

(PCF) and metal coated hollow core waveguide (HWG). The PCF is a single mode fiber 

which can be used for two photon imaging, however is only applicable for transmission 

of low energy femtosecond pulses (less than a few microjoules). Hoy et al demonstrated 

a miniaturized probe for femtosecond laser microsurgery and two photon imaging using a 

PCF.(12) The probe is sized at 10X15X40 mm
3
 and has potential surgical applications, 

such as treatment of vocal fold scars, but is limited for many intracorporeal surgeries 

because of the relatively large size.(13) HWG is a multimode fiber, capable of high 

energy femtosecond pulse transmission (up to a few hundred microjoules).(11, 14) The 

HWG was demonstrated by Nguyen et al for tissue ablation by positioning a Fresnel 

focusing lens at the exit end of the HWG.(11) However, the HWG they used was not 

optimized for near infrared femtosecond beam delivery. Additionally, the focusing lens 

had a focal length of 11mm, could not produce a highly focused beam spot nor perform 

intracorporeal surgery.   

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel fiber delivery system for both transmitting 

and focusing high energy femtosecond laser pulses for tissue ablation, with high 

transmission efficiency and a short focal length. The HWG we used was optimized for 

near infrared femtosecond beam delivery. The focusing lens was designed to be 

substantially thin to minimize energy loss or lens damage caused by femtosecond pulses.  

Ablation experiments with the fiber delivery system were conducted utilizing various ex 

vivo tissues, including tooth, otic capsule bone and urinary calculus. The system was 

sufficiently compact for use of in vivo tissue ablation. 
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Figure 6.1: Experimental Setup.   

6.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS       

6.3.1 Transmission Experiments  

A commercially available Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (Coherent Hidra 10, 

Santa Clara, California) was used as a light source in transmission experiments (Figure  

6.1). The laser operated at a central wavelength of 800 nm and FWHM of 140 fs. The 

single pulse energy was up to 0.9mJ at a tunable repetition rate of 1 to 1000 Hz. A half-

wave plate with a polarizing beam splitter was positioned at the exit of the laser cavity to 

control the energy of the pulses that could enter a metal coated HWG (Doko Engineering, 

Sendai, Japan). The inner and outer diameters of the HWG were 0.7 and 0.85 mm 

respectively, and the length was 1 m. The inner surface of HWG was coated with silver 

and cyclic olefin polymer (COP) films. The film thickness was designed to minimize 

energy loss of the laser beam during transmission through the fiber.(14) A vertically 

polarized laser beam was reflected by a splitter and entered a beam dump, while a 

horizontally polarized laser beam entered the HWG for transmission and ablation 

experiments. A collimated femtosecond laser beam (beam waist: 8mm) was focused into  
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Figure 6.2: Lens positioned in disposable hollow tubes. a) 3mm diameter sapphire full-

ball lens, b) 2mm diameter sapphire half-ball lens. Scale bar: 1 mm 

 

the HWG using a plano-convex lens (focal length: 50 cm).  Laser power before and after 

the HWG was measured by a power meter (PM10 thermopile probe, Coherent Inc., Santa 

Clara, CA) that was connected to a readout (EPM-2000e, Molectron Detector Inc.). 

Transmission efficiency, defined as ratio of the power measured after to that entering the 

HWG, was measured in both a straight condition and at various bending radii (Radii: 50 
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or 13 cm). The bending angle is 90 degree for various bending radii. Two convex lenses, 

including a 3 mm diameter sapphire full-ball lens and a 2 mm diameter sapphire half-ball 

lens, were positioned using disposable hollow tubes and attached to the distal end of the 

HWG for transmission efficiency measurement. (Figure 6.2)  The lenses were replaced 

by a variable number of 1mm thick microscopy glass-slides to test the effect of material 

thickness on transmission efficiency.    

6.3.2 Ablation Experiments  

Specimens: Human urinary calculi with a composition greater than 90% 

magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH) were obtained from a stone 

supply laboratory (Louis Herring, Orlando, Florida). A flat surface was produced on the 

stone using a dental diamond saw on all calculi before ablation experiments. Fresh 

porcine skulls were obtained from a local abattoir (Granzins Meat Market Incorporated, 

New Braunfels, Texas). Teeth were pried off porcine mandibles using a mechanical 

chisel. Porcine otic capsule bones were obtained from temporal bones using a method 

described previously.(2) Teeth and otic capsule bones were polished using sand paper to 

produce flat surfaces for ablation studies.    

Femtosecond laser ablation was performed on all three ex vivo tissues with the 

half-ball lens attached to the distal end of the straight HWG, so that ablation efficiency on 

different tissues can be compared. Femtosecond laser ablation at different fiber bending 

radii was also performed on urinary calculi for comparison. The femtosecond pulse 

energy was fixed at 153 µJ after the laser transmitted through the half-ball lens. Each 

tissue sample was fixed on a 2-D motorized translation stage and moved in a raster 

scanning mode to produce a rectangular-shaped ablation region on the sample surface.  

Motion of the fast axis was at a speed of 0.7 mm/s for 2 mm while the slow axis moved 
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in 10 steps of 0.05 mm over a distance of 0.5 mm. A total of two complete raster scans 

were performed at the same location on each sample. For statistical comparisons a total 

of 3 to 5 rectangular-shaped ablation regions were produced for each type of tissue. The 

ablation regions were imaged using optical microscopy and intensity optical coherence 

tomography (OCT).(3)  Volume of the tissue ablation region was calculated from OCT 

B-scan images and compared statistically. A total of 100 OCT images were utilized for 

ablation volume calculation. For statistical comparisons a one-tailed or two-tailed student 

t-test was computed for parametric data and p<0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Transmission efficiency of hollow waveguide guide at various bending 

radii. Diamonds represent bare fiber while squares are HWG with full-ball 

lens attached.  Incident pulse energy was 204 uJ. 
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6.4  RESULTS 

 

Figure 6.4: White light generation induced in sapphire full ball lens at tip of HWG. 

Scale bar: 5mm 

6.4.1 Transmission Experiments 

The measured transmission efficiencies of straight and bent HWGs at an incident 

pulse energy of 204 µJ are plotted in Figure 6.3. Standard deviation of each transmission 

efficiency was less than 0.05% and not displayed. Smaller bending radii yielded reduced 

transmission efficiencies. The transmission efficiencies of the HWG with the ball lens 

attached at the distal end are plotted in Figure 6.3. A decrease of transmission efficiency 

(approximately 10%) was observed at all bending radii primarily due to Fresnel reflection 

loss from the air-lens interfaces. The transmission efficiency difference of the fiber 

delivery system with different lens was below the resolution of the power meter and 

therefore was not plotted.  
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When the incident pulse energy was fixed at 204 µJ, femtosecond beam 

propagation through the full-ball lens was affected by the high intensity electromagnetic 

field. The effect caused spectral broadening of the spectral width of the original 

femtosecond beam. The broadened spectral width of femtosecond laser pulses was 

several hundred nanometers and changed the appearance of the femtosecond beam from 

red to white, a phenomenon known as white light generation (See Section 2.2.2.3 in 

Chapter 2). In Figure 6.4, laser beam was transmitted by the full-ball lens attached to the 

golden-colored HWG through a plastic holder and turned white on an imaging surface. 

Radiant energy of femtosecond pulses was consumed to produce white light and potential 

damage to the lens material.(15) White light generation is sensitive to laser beam energy 

density and medium thickness.  For a smaller energy density and thinner medium, the 

probability is lower to produce white light generation. The full-ball lens was replaced by  

 

 

Figure 6.5: Effect of material thickness on white light generation using bare fiber. a) no 

glass slide, b) one glass slide, c) three glass slides. Golden colored tube: 

HWG. Scale bar: 5 mm 

a variable number of 1mm thick microscopy glass-slides to demonstrate the effect of 

material thickness on white light generation at an incident pulse energy of 204 µJ. (Figure 

6.5) When no glass slide was positioned between the HWG (Yellow tube in Figure 6.5a) 

and the imaging surface (Gray circular board in Figure 6.5a), the beam appeared red in 

color since wavelengths were from 780 to 820 nm. When one glass slide was positioned 
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between the HWG and the imaging surface, the beam appeared red since white light 

generation did not occur. However, when three glass slides were positioned at the same 

location, the beam on the imaging surface appeared white due to white light generation. 

Therefore, we replaced the 3mm sapphire full-ball lens by the 2mm sapphire half-ball 

lens to reduce lens thickness from 3mm to 1mm and prevent white light generation. 

White light generation was not observed in the half-ball lens when the incident pulse 

energy was increased from 204 µJ to 350 µJ.  

 

6.4.2 Ablation Experiments  

Top view microscopic images of ablation regions on tissues are displayed in 

Figure 6.6. B-scan OCT images of each ablation region were recorded parallel to the red 

line shown on the corresponding microscopic image. Ablation area was calculated from 

OCT images and plotted as a function of tissue type (Figure 6.7). The highest ablation 

efficiency was achieved on urinary calculus (MAPH) and the lowest ablation efficiency 

was achieved on tooth for the given experimental conditions. (Figure 6.7)  The results 

were statistically significant. (p<0.05) Ablation area as a function of HWG bending 

radius was also plotted for urinary calculi. (Figure 6.8)  The difference of ablation area is 

not statistically significant. (p>0.05)   
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Figure 6.6: Microscopic images and OCT images of ablation regions on different 

tissues. a), c), e) are  microscopic images of urinary calculus, otic capsule 

bone and tooth respectively. b), d), f) are OCT images of urinary calculus, 

otic capsule bone and tooth respectively. Each OCT B-scan image was 

recorded parallel to the red line displayed in the corresponding image. Scale 

bar: 100 µm 
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Figure 6.7: Area of ablation region on tooth, otic capsule and urinary calculus tissues.  

6.5  DISCUSSION 

The primary purpose of this study was to develop and demonstrate a compact 

fiber delivery system that could transmit and focus high energy femtosecond laser pulses 

for ablation of intracorporeal tissues. Although, the HWG is efficient in delivery of high 

energy femtosecond laser pulses, transmission efficiency at a length of one meter is as 

high as 86% with a straight fiber and greater than 60% at a bend radius of 13 cm. The 

half-ball focusing lens that we designed and constructed is only 2 mm in diameter and 1 

mm in thickness.  The lens can be positioned by a thin hollow tube and attached to the 

distal end of the HWG. Hollow tube mount of the half-ball lens prevents the HWG from 

direct contact with tissue materials; therefore the relatively expensive HWG can be 

reused while the mount is disposable and cost effective.   
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Figure 6.8: Area of ablation region produced by various bending conditions on urinary 

calculus (MAPH). 

The transmission efficiency of the fiber deliver system is attenuated 

approximately 10% by either the full-ball lens or the half-ball lens. The Fresnel reflection 

loss at a planar air-sapphire interface is calculated to be 6.7% of incident light energy at 

the interface using the equation below.(16)  

                                    
     

     
 
 

                        6.1 

where R is the Fresnel reflection loss,    is the refractive index of sapphire (  =1.70) 

and    is the refractive index of air (   =1.00). Reduction of transmission efficiency by 

the lens is primarily due to Fresnel reflection loss. An AR coating on both surfaces of the 

half-ball or full-ball lens will enhance the transmission efficiency.   

Precise ablation was demonstrated on three tissue materials, including urinary 

calculus, otic capsule bone and tooth. A visible spark was observed in all ablation 
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experiments, an indication of a plasma mediated process. No evidence of thermal damage 

or carbonization was observed from the microscopic images of ablated tissues. The 

bottom and side surfaces of the ablation region on the otic capsule bone (Figures 6.6 c 

and d) were not as smooth as those produced in reference(2).  The difference was caused 

by energy density of femtosecond pulses.(1) Although a majority of pulse energy was 

directed into plasma-mediated ablation and produced a sharp edge, a smaller fraction of 

pulse energy was directed to melt the material during high-frequency continuous ablation. 

Some of the molten material resolidified and appeared as a solidified splash at the edge of 

the ablation region. The effect of a solidified splash is related to energy density of 

femtosecond pulses and reaches a minimum at energy-density levels slightly above the 

ablation threshold.(17) The energy density in our experiment is about 530 J/mm
2
, while 

the energy density in the reference was about 142 J/mm
2
.(1)   

During tissue ablation a visible spark was also observed inside the half-ball lens, 

an indication of plasma generation. A small cavity (less than 100 µm) was observed 

inside the half-ball lens caused by plasma induced ablation. The plasma was caused by 

focused femtosecond pulses that were back-reflected by the curved air-sapphire surface 

of the lens (Figure 6.9). Based on calculation of Fresnel reflection loss, reflected pulse 

energy is approximately 10 µJ at each lens surface. The beam radius at the focus inside 

the lens is approximately 5 µm based on a Zemax simulation.(Figure 6.9) If a pulse 

duration of 200 fs is assumed, the power density at the focus was approximately 

6X10
20

W/m
2
, well above the damage threshold.(18) An AR-coating on both surfaces of 

the lens would increase the transmission efficiency of the system and eliminate the effect. 

A reduced lens thickness would also be effective in moving the locus of the back-

reflection focus out of the lens medium. If the lens radius is kept at 1mm, the thickness 
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has to be less than 0.5 mm to make sure that the focus is out of the lens medium. The 

diameter of the flat surface is about 1.73 mm, larger than the outer diameter of the HWG.  

 

Figure 6.9: Zemax simulation of internal lens damage.  

6.6  CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, a compact fiber delivery system that can transmit and focus high 

energy femtosecond laser pulses for ablation of intracorporeal tissues was developed and 

demonstrated for ablation of various ex vivo tissues. Observations from these preliminary 

studies suggest that further investigation and development of this approach is warranted.  

In the experiments reported, a collimated femtosecond laser beam was focused 

into a HWG using a convex lens (focal length: 50 cm). However, energy loss in the HWG 

is highly dependent on the launch conditions. The optimal transmission is achieved at a 

beam waist to core radius ratio of 0.64.(11) A telephoto lens system may be utilized to 
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launch femtosecond beams into HWGs. In the experiments a horizontally polarized beam 

was launched into the HWG. However, experiments showed that vertically polarized 

light had better transmission through the HWG.(14) The transmission efficiency of 

HWGs can be further increased by modifying polarization state of incident light. The 

coating material of the HWG is hydrophilic. In the experiments reported here the HWG 

was used frequently and could be damaged by dust or water in the air. A new HWG that 

operates in a moisture-free environment by sealing the fiber ends may provide better 

transmission efficiency.(19)  Because the central region of the focusing lens that is used 

for concentrating laser beam at the exit of the HWG is about 0.7mm in diameter, a 

majority of surrounding material of the lens can be removed to reduce diameter of 

focusing lens for in vivo clinical applications.     
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Chapter 7 Subsurface Femtosecond Laser Ablation in Skin 

.  

7.1  ABSTRACT 

Background and Objectives: High precision subsurface ablation can be produced 

in transparent materials using femtosecond pulses. More recently, the technique has been 

demonstrated at superficial depths (100 µm) in highly scattering tissues such as rodent 

skin or human sclera. We report results of a study using mechanical optical clearing to 

produce substantially deeper subsurface femtosecond ablation cavities in rodent skin. 

Ability to target deeper structures in skin using femtosecond ablation may have novel 

clinical applications for laser surgery.  

Study Design/Materials and Methods: Three prototype tissue optical clearing 

devices (TOCD) were designed and constructed. The first TOCD allowed direct 

mechanical compression to enhance light penetration and subsurface femtosecond 

ablation. White light photography was used to verify the optical clearing effect produced 

by the first TOCD. The second and third TOCDs were designed to investigate the 

clearing effect of vacuum induced mechanical compression. When a TOCD was applied 

to rodent skin to produce an optical clearing effect, a focused femtosecond beam was 

scanned across the rodent skin to produce subsurface ablation. Assuming a tissue 

refractive index of 1.4, the beam focus was fixed at a selected depth (70 to 700 µm) 

below the skin surface during the scan. Histological sections of the laser irradiated rodent 

skin with H&E staining were examined for subsurface ablation features produced 

following laser irradiation.  
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Results: TOCD enhancement of light transmission through the rodent skin was 

confirmed by white light photography for the first TOCD prototype. For all three TOCD 

prototypes, subsurface cavities were observed in histological images without mechanical 

disruption of the overlying tissues. Diameter of subsurface cavities varied from several to 

one hundred microns. The subsurface cavities produced by scanning the focused 

femtosecond beam were connected and form a continuous cut. Subsurface cuts were 

observed in tissue sections at depths as deep as 1.7 mm below the skin surface.  

Conclusions: The TOCD can be applied directly to in vivo rodent skin and 

produce an optical clearing effect through direct mechanical compression or vacuum 

induced compression. High precision subsurface ablation cavities can thus be produced at 

much deeper locations in skin than previously demonstrated. Future studies may be 

targeted in in vivo human skin to investigate potential clinical applications of subsurface 

femtosecond ablation using mechanical optical clearing.  

7.2  INTRODUCTION 

Femtosecond laser radiation is capable of producing plasma induced ablation of 

various materials.(1) Femtosecond ablation is an intensity dependent process and only 

occurs when the peak power of laser beam exceeds a threshold value to transform the 

material into a plasma. The subsequent plasma expansion causes irreversible damage to 

the material and usually leaves a cavity centered near the expansion center. A number of 

unique advantages of femtosecond laser ablation over long pulsed laser ablation are 

recognized. First, femtosecond pulses are extremely short (tens to a few hundred 

femtoseconds) so that a small pulse energy is sufficient to reach the damage threshold. 

Second, the laser pulse transfers energy to the electrons through multiphoton absorption 

during laser irradiation so that absorption of femtosecond radiation may be wavelength 
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independent and does not require matching laser wavelength to linear absorption 

characteristics of the material. Third, due to the nonlinear nature of the absorption 

process, femtosecond laser ablation only occurs within the focal volume of the beam. 

Subsurface ablation can be achieved in materials that are transparent to femtosecond laser 

wavelengths at low power densities.  

High precision subsurface femtosecond ablation was reported in transparent 

biological materials such as cornea and applied successfully in intrastromal corneal 

refractive surgery.(2) Recently, a few investigations were reported to perform subsurface 

femtosecond ablation in turbid or highly scattering tissues, such as skin and sclera. 

Producing subsurface ablation in scattering tissues is substantially different from that in 

transparent tissues. First, in scattering tissues photons deviate from straight-line 

trajectories due to spatial non-uniformities of refractive index and do not contribute to 

nonlinear absorption within the focal volume.  Second, the pulse duration is lengthened 

due to group velocity dispersion in tissues and thus reduces the efficiency of multiphoton 

absorption. As a result, subsurface ablation occurs only when femtosecond pulses are 

focused superficially in highly scattering tissues such as skin and sclera. Eric Mazur’s 

group at Harvard demonstrated experimentally that subsurface cavities (10 µm diameter) 

could be produced at depths up to 100 µm in various skin samples.(3, 4) A few candidate 

approaches are recognized to produce subsurface cavities at deep locations in highly 

scattering tissues. One candidate approach is to increase pulse energy.  Although higher 

pulse energies may help produce deeper cavities by compensating for scattering loss, a 

different damage mechanism is triggered when the beam is focused more than 100 µm 

beneath the surface. Fan-like filaments due to filamentation are produced due to self 

focusing of a high energy laser beam instead of well defined subsurface cavities.(4, 5) 
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Another candidate solution is to select a laser wavelength at which tissue scattering is 

reduced. Sacks et al. investigated the relation between penetration depth and laser 

wavelength and concluded that femtosecond pulses with a wavelength range from 

1100nm to 2200nm are scattered much less strongly than those with a wavelength of 

775nm in human sclera and skin.(6) Although absorption by water increases dramatically 

in the 1100-2200 nm wavelength range, subsurface ablation was produced at a depth of 

500 µm in highly scattering human sclera using femtosecond pulses at a 1700nm 

wavelength, whereas 775nm femtosecond pulses only produced subsurface cavities at a 

depth of 250 µm.  

To achieve deeper delivery of focused femtosecond pulses and produce deeper 

subsurface cavities in highly scattering tissues, optical clearing using chemical agents 

was demonstrated to provide a substantial reduction in tissue scattering strength. By 

applying a chemical agent directly onto the surface of a highly scattering tissue specimen, 

intracellular water can be transported and partially replaced by the chemical agent with a 

higher refractive index than water thereby reducing refractive index mismatch between 

tissue constituents (e.g., collagen and water) and reducing scattering (7-10). Sacks et al. 

showed that use of a chemical clearing agent, Hypaque, allowed subsurface ablation at 

depths up to 500µm in human sclera specimens for both 1060nm and 775nm wavelength 

femtosecond pulses.(11) Recently, depth enhancement of femtosecond pulse delivery in 

ex vivio porcine skin was demonstrated after application of glycerol, a chemical clearing 

agent.(12) Ablation depths in porcine skin were increased by 200 to 400 µm for an NA 

0.1 focusing lens and a maximum 1.2 mm depth of femtosecond ablation was measured 

using ultrasound.    
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Tissue optical clearing using mechanical compression is a recently demonstrated 

technique to enhance light penetration in highly scattering tissues.(13, 14) The method 

uses a mechanical tissue optical clearing device (TOCD) to provide mechanical or 

vacuum initiated compression to displace interstitial or intracellular water in tissues, 

therefore increasing protein (e.g., collagen) concentration, reducing refractive index 

mismatch between tissue constituents and providing enhanced light penetration. 

Application of a TOCD on ex vivo porcine skin demonstrated enhanced penetration depth 

of visible and near infrared radiation(13). A number of practical advantages of the TOCD 

method over use of chemical agents are recognized. First, the TOCD method is 

considered less invasive since breaking the barrier function of the epidermis is not 

required as with chemical agents.  Second, a TOCD provides a more rapid, flexible and 

controlled application time for clearing compared to chemical agents.  Third, tissue 

recovery from the dehydrated state after application of a TOCD occurs through natural 

water diffusion and is absent of any adverse side effects that might be associated with 

chemical agents.  

We report construction of three prototype tissue optical clearing devices (TOCD) 

and applied each to enhance femtosecond beam penetration depth in rodent skin. 

Femtosecond pulses were applied to produce subsurface cavities at various depths in 

rodent skin specimens.  

7.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

7.3.1 Tissue Optical Clearing Device (TOCD) 

Three tissue optical clearing devices (TOCD) were designed and constructed. The 

first TOCD allowed direct mechanical compression to enhance light penetration and 
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subsurface femtosecond ablation. The second TOCD was designed to produce a clearing 

effect actuated by a vacuum pressure. The third TOCD was similar to the second but 

included a cylindrical lens to indent the tissue.  
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Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of the first (a), second (b) and third (c) TOCD 

prototypes  

The first TOCD prototype consisted of a monolithic array of pins on a thin 

circular resin disc.(Figure 7.1a) An ex vivo rodent skin specimen was surgically removed 

from a rodent corpse shortly following sacrifice.   The TOCD was interfaced to the 

tissue so that the pins contacted the adipose layer. A microscope glass (thickness: 1 mm) 

slide was placed against the epidermal layer of the skin specimen. Two C-shaped clamps 

were utilized to sandwich the skin specimen and apply direct mechanical compression. 

The magnitude of applied mechanical force was controlled by screws on the clamps. Pins 

on the base of the first TOCD had a diameter of 2mm, a height of 2mm, and a center-to-

center distance of 4mm. Tissue undergoing compression was positioned above the pins 

while uncompressed regions were between the pins. 

The second TOCD prototype consisted of a circular optical window (1mm 

thickness, 25.4mm diameter), a circumscribing brim (5mm height), and a vacuum tube 

connected to the inside of the brim.(Figure 7.1b) The TOCD brim provided an airtight 

seal when interfaced to rodent skin. After the vacuum was applied through the tube, the 
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skin was lifted against the inner surface of the optical window, causing stretching and 

compression of the skin tissue.  

The third TOCD prototype was similar to the second TOCD (Figure 7.1c). The 

planar surface of a cylindrical lens (Length: 12mm, thickness: 1.1mm, diameter: 3 mm) 

was placed against the inner surface of the circular optical window.  A thin film of water 

is inserted into the gap between the planar surface of the cylindrical lens and the optical 

window to minimize the refractive index difference and provide a weak bond through 

surface tension. After a vacuum pressure was applied through the vacuum tube, the skin 

surrounding the cylindrical lens was lifted against the inner surface of the optical 

window, causing stretching of the skin under the lens. Compared to the second TOCD, 

intracellular water is relatively easier and faster to displace out of the skin from under the 

glass lens.  

7.3.2 Tissue Specimens 

Sacrificed mature rats were obtained from the Functional Optical Imaging 

Laboratory at the University of Texas at Austin. Rodent corpses were either preserved in 

a freezer until experimentation or scheduled for experiment immediately after sacrifice. 

Rodent hair was first shaved and then removed using a chemical hair removal agent 

before starting experimentation. For experiments with the first TOCD device, 

skin/adipose specimens were surgically removed from the rodent. For experiments with 

the second and third TOCD devices, experiments were conducted directly on the skin of 

the rodent corpse. 
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7.3.3 White Light Photographic Observations 

The first TOCD prototype was applied to ex vivo rodent skin for a period of 120 

sec. Transmitted and back-reflected white light photographic digital images of the 

epidermal surface were recorded with a Canon A530 digital camera (Tokyo, Japan) with 

the TOCD attached.  

 

Figure 7.2: Schematic diagram of subsurface femtosecond ablation in rodent skin with 

the second TOCD applied.  

7.3.4 Subsurface femtosecond ablation 

All ablation experiments were performed using a commercially available 

femtosecond laser (Coherent Hidra 10, Santa Clara, California) operating at a central 

wavelength of 800 nm and FWHM of 140 fs. The laser delivered femtosecond pulses 
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with a pulse energy up to 0.9 mJ at a tunable repetition rate of 1 to 1000 Hz. The 

repetition rate was fixed at 1 kHz for the ablation experiments. Diagram of the 

experimental setup is displayed in Figure 7.2. A half-wave plate combined with a 

polarizing beam splitter was positioned at the exit of the laser cavity to control output 

pulse energy. Horizontally polarized femtosecond light was reflected by the splitter and 

entered a beam dump. Vertically polarized femtosecond light was transmitted and used 

for subsurface ablation experiments in rodent skin. The spatial FWHM of the 

femtosecond beam was reduced from 8mm to 4mm after passing through a beam reducer 

(2X). The femtosecond beam was reflected by a high-pass dichroic mirror with a cut-off 

at 700nm and entered an objective lens. Visible light transmitted by the dichroic mirror 

was used for tissue imaging. Collimated femtosecond laser light was focused into the 

tissue using a 40X objective lens (NA=0.55). The lens was mounted on a 1-D 

translational stage to control the axial position of the beam focus relative to skin surface. 

The tissue sample with the TOCD was mounted on a 2-D translational stage. Both 

translation stages were controlled by a personal computer equipped with Labview 

software. The 2-D stage was programmed to move in a raster scanning mode during laser 

irradiation so that a continuous pattern of subsurface ablation was obtained. Fast axis of 

the scan moved at a speed of 2 mm/s over a distance of 4mm with successive pulses 

displaced by 2 µm.   Slow axis of the san moved in steps of 20 µm over a distance of up 

to 6 mm. Assuming a tissue refractive index of 1.4, the beam focus was fixed at a 

selected depth (70 to 700 µm) below the skin surface during the raster scan. The 

compression was applied for either 120 seconds for the first and third TOCDs or 300 

seconds for the second TOCD before femtosecond laser ablation was performed, 

allowing the intracellular water to displace from the compressed skin specimen. 
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Immediately after laser irradiation, the skin samples were fixed in a formalin solution and 

sent to a commercial histology lab (Dermatology Specialists Inc, Oceanside, California) 

for producing histological slides. The tissue slices were stained with haematoxylin and 

eosin dyes and examined with a white light transmission microscope (Leica, 

Germany).(15) Direction of histological cuts was along the slow axis of the raster scan. 

7.4 RESULTS 

7.4.1 White light Photographic Observations 

 Application of the first TOCD prototype to ex vivo rodent skin provided 

mechanical compression to the skin above the pins. Uncompressed skin regions appeared 

light pink in the back-reflection digital image (Figure 7.3a), while compressed regions 

appeared darker, likely due to reduced backscattering and enhanced transmission. In the 

transmission image, light transmission through compressed regions increased 

dramatically, compared to surrounding uncompressed skin regions (Figure 7.3b). 

Transmission enhancement due to application of the first TOCD appeared as bright spots 

surrounded by the uncompressed tissue regions. 

7.4.2 Subsurface femtosecond ablation 

An image mosaic of histological sections of subsurface femtosecond ablation 

using the first TOCD (Figure 7.4a) indicates the region modified with the femtosecond 

laser (Red arrows in the figure). Subsurface cavities were observed at a depth from tens 

of microns to 900 µm. Average subsurface cavity diameter was approximately 30 µm at 

an incident pulse energy of 26 µJ measured after the objective lens. A close-up image of 

the circled area in Figure 7.4a is displayed (Figure 7.4b) and shows the ablation sites 

within the dotted ellipse. An image mosaic of histological sections of subsurface 
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femtosecond ablation using the second TOCD (Figure 7.5a) indicates the region modified 

with the femtosecond laser (Red arrows in the figure). Subsurface cavities were observed 

at depths from tens of microns to 1.1 mm. Cavity diameter varied from 20 to 90 µm at 

incident pulse energy of 40 µJ. A close-up image of the circled area is displayed (Figure 

7.5b). Ablation cavities were observed within the dotted ellipse.     

 

 

 

 Figure 7.3: White light photographs of ex vivo rodent skin. a) Back reflection image 

with first TOCD, b) Transmission image with first TOCD. 
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Figure 7.4: Histological images of subsurface femtosecond ablation using first TOCD. 

(pulse energy: 26uJ) a) Image mosaic of histological sections, b) Close-up 

image of circled area 
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Figure 7.5: Histological images of subsurface femtosecond ablation using second 

TOCD. (Pulse energy: 40uJ) a) Image mosaic of histological sections, b) 

Close-up image of circled area 
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Figure 7.6: Histological images of subsurface femtosecond ablation using third TOCD. 

(Pulse energy: 52uJ) a) Image mosaic of histological sections (Scale Bar 

1mm), b) Close-up image of circled area (Scale Bar 100um) 
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Figure 7.7: Histological images of subsurface femtosecond ablation using third TOCD. 

(Pulse energy: 69 uJ) a) Image mosaic of histological sections (Scale Bar 

1mm), b) Close-up image of circled area (Scale Bar 100 um). 

jzqiu
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An image mosaic of histological sections of subsurface femtosecond ablation 

using the third TOCD (Figure 7.6a) indicates the tissue region modified with the 

femtosecond laser pulses(Red arrows in the figure). Subsurface cavities were observed at 

depths from 0.3 to 1.7 mm. Cavity diameter was approximately from 30 to 120 µm at 

incident pulse energy of 52 µJ. A close-up image of circled area is displayed (Figure 

7.6b). Ablation cavities were observed within the dotted ellipse.        

An image mosaic of histological sections of subsurface femtosecond ablation 

using the third TOCD (Figure 7.7a) was displayed. A higher pulse energy of 69 µJ was 

used (52 µJ was used in Figure 7.6a). Subsurface cavities were observed at depths from 

tens of microns to 1.1 mm. Cavity diameter was approximately from 20 to 100 µm. A 

close-up image of the circled area is displayed (Figure 7.7b). Ablation cavities were 

observed within the dotted ellipse.       

 7.5  DISCUSSION 

The primary objective of this study was to investigate if mechanical optical 

clearing may be applied to enhance femtosecond light penetration in rodent skin, so that 

plasma induced effects, such as cavitation, can be produced at much deeper positions in 

skin than previously demonstrated.  

The first TOCD was designed to apply mechanical compression to the dermis 

from the adipose side of the skin specimen. Application of the first TOCD was 

demonstrated to reduce dramatically scattering properties of rodent skin as recorded by 

reflection and transmission white light photography.  Similar observations were noted by 

Rylander et. al.(13) Subsurface cavities were produced as deep as 900 µm below the air 

skin interface when the first TOCD was applied. Although the beam focus was targeted at 

tissue depths of 70-700 um (assuming a tissue refractive index of 1.4), subsurface 
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ablation cavities were observed at deeper positions. The presence of deeper cavities is 

due in part to thinning of the tissue due to mechanical compression.  Drew et. al. 

observed tissue thinning to 60% of initial thickness due to mechanical compression.  

Assuming similar compression ratios, subsurface cavities observed at 900um, were 

produced at a depth of 540um in the compressed state and within the range of targeted 

depths.  Subsurface cavities formed a straight line pattern that sloped with respect to the 

air- skin interface. Although direction of histological cutting is along the slow axis of 

raster scanning and distance between two adjacent ablations is only 20 µm, subsurface 

cavities were not continuous along the line. The discontinuity is due to the relatively low 

pulse energy that was used. The pulse energy was about 26 µJ, less than that used for the 

second TOCD (40 µJ) and third TOCD (52 µJ). Mechanical force was maximal at the 

deep end of the cavity line so that the tissue at that location were compressed the greatest 

and expanded the most after the mechanical force was removed. A close-up histological 

image (Figure 7.4b) showed that sharp edges were produced by femtosecond ablation. 

Both collagens (red ellipse) and adipose cells (red arrow) were ablated by femtosecond 

pulses. Collagens remained connected at a few locations along the ablation line. The first 

TOCD was applied to the adipose layer so that femtosecond light could be directly 

applied to the epidermis.  Although the TOCD-skin geometry for the first TOCD cannot 

be applied clinically, the experiments allowed investigation of mechanical clearing 

without femtosecond light passing through the TOCD.  

The second TOCD was designed to provide mechanical optical clearing of in vivo 

rodent skin by vacuum compression.  The gauge vacuum pressure (-750 mmHg) was 

kept on for 300 sec before laser irradiation so that intracellular water had sufficient time 

to displace out of compressed regions, providing better refractive index matching and 
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reduced scattering. Subsurface cavities were produced in rodent skin at depths as deep as 

1.1 mm below the air-skin interface, 10X deeper than that produced in the intact skin.  

Assuming similar compression ratios as Drew et. al., subsurface cavities observed at 

1.1mm, were produced at a depth of 660um in the compressed state and within the range 

of targeted depths.  As with the second TOCD, subsurface cavities formed a straight line 

that sloped relative to the air-skin interface.  The sloped feature resulted from a preset tilt 

between the laser and rodent skin sample. A higher pulse energy was used (40 µJ) and 

resulted in generation of larger cavities compared to the first TOCD. Higher pulse energy 

also increased the probability of subsurface cavity generation so that the cavities were 

more continuous along the sloped line feature compared to that produced by the first 

TOCD. Cavities were larger at the locations closer to the skin surface because less radiant 

energy was absorbed or scattered away by the overlying tissue structures. A close-up 

histological image showed that sharp edges were produced by femtosecond 

ablation.(Figure 7.5b)  Collateral damage was not observed in the image.  

The third TOCD was also designed to provide mechanical optical clearing of in 

vivo rodent skin by vacuum compression. Addition of a cylindrical lens produced 

increased stretching and compression of the skin surrounding the lens and enhanced 

movement of intracellular water under the lens. Therefore, the third TOCD presumably 

provided better optical clearing than the second TOCD. The assumption was proven 

experimentally since subsurface cavities using the third TOCD were observed at a depth 

of 1.7 mm, substantially deeper than that produced by the second TOCD (1.1 mm) and 

17X deeper than demonstrated previously. Assuming similar compression ratios as 

observed by Drew et. al., subsurface cavities observed at 1.7mm, were produced at a 

depth of 1.02mm in the compressed state and outside the range of targeted depths (70-
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700 um).  Difference between the targeted and deepest observed depths in histological 

sections may be due to the cylindrical lens in the third TOCD that achieved higher 

compression ratios than those observed by Drew et. al. and correspondingly higher 

refractive indices in the compressed state. For example if the cylindrical lens achieved a 

compression ratio of 0.45 and tissue refractive index of 1.5, subsurface cavities could 

have been produced at a depth of 750um in the compressed state and be observed at 

1.7mm in histological images. A close-up histological image suggests that collagens were 

ablated precisely, whereas the hair shaft was only damaged slightly (Figure 7.6b).  

When the third TOCD was applied and the pulse energy was increased from 52 µJ 

to 69 µJ, subsurface cavities were produced at more superficial depths than those 

produced by low energy pulses (Figure 7.7a). Cavities at depths lower than 0.5 mm did 

not form a straight line pattern. Increased femtosecond pulse energy caused that the 

power density of the beam before focus was sufficient to produce tissue ablation. Higher 

pulse energy also increased the size of damage area.  A close-up image (Figure 7.7b) of 

the circled area show a hair follicle damaged by the femtosecond pulses (Red arrows), a  

phenomenon that was not observed by low energy pulse ablation.(Figure 7.7b) The hair 

shaft above the ablation line appeared bleached and mechanically expanded possibly due 

to absorption by melanin granules in the hair shaft.  Interestingly, observed photoeffects 

in the hair shaft (bleaching and mechanical expansion) were always observed (images not 

shown) at depths above collagen modification suggesting that melanin in the hair shaft 

may reduce the ablation threshold compared to that for collagen.  

7.6 CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, prototype tissue optical clearing devices (TOCDs) were designed 

and constructed. The TOCDs were applied directly to ex vivo and in situ rodent skin and 
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provide optical clearing allowing deeper penetration of femtosecond laser light. In one 

TOCD device, femtosecond laser irradiation produced subsurface cavities in rodent skin 

as deep as 1.7 mm below the skin surface, 17X deeper than demonstrated previously.  

In experiments reported here, the optical window of the TOCD was designed to 

have a flat inner surface or have a cylindrical lens attached. The cylindrical lens provided 

a better optical clearing effect than the flat surface.  To achieve stronger vacuum 

compression and therefore faster optical clearing, one candidate approach is to select a 

different cylindrical lens or alternative bulk materials. A cylindrical lens with larger 

thickness may provide better compression. A glass bar may provide worse compression 

but its flat surface may improve focused beam transmission.  

For the experiments described, wavelength dependence of the mechanical clearing 

effect was not examined. However, Sack et al. demonstrated experimentally that 

femtosecond pulses comprised of wavelengths between 1100nm - 2200nm are scattered 

much less strongly than pulses with a wavelength around 775nm. With the application of 

tissue optical clearing device, water concentration in the dermis is reduced so that the 

absorption of light with wavelengths in the 1100 - 2200 nm is reduced.  Based on these 

experiments a reasonable hypothesis is that femtosecond pulses comprised of 

wavelengths in the 1100-2200 nm spectral range can penetrate deeper and provide 

superior subsurface cavities compared to 800 nm femtosecond pulses.  

Future studies in our laboratory will investigate optimization of the mechanical 

optical clearing effect using optimized pin geometries and femtosecond pulses comprised 

of various near infrared wavelengths to enhance subsurface ablation. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future Studies 

8.1  CONCLUSIONS 

The main purpose of this research was to investigate new medical applications of 

femtosecond laser ablation. A near-infrared femtosecond laser was tested and proved to 

be able to overcome the existing limitations and outperform the conventional long-pulse 

lasers in the areas of human urinary calculus (kidney stone) lithotripsy and subsurface 

ablation of skin.  

8.1.1 Femtosecond-based urinary calculus lithotripsy  

Light emitted from a femtosecond laser is capable of plasma induced ablation of 

various materials. We tested feasibility of utilizing femtosecond pulsed laser radiation (

 =800nm, 140fs, 0.9 mJ/pulse) for ablation of urinary calculi. Ablation craters were 

observed in human calculi of greater than 90% calcium oxalate monohydrate (COM), 

cystine (CYST), or magnesium ammonium phosphate hexahydrate (MAPH).(1) Largest 

crater volumes were achieved on CYST stones, among the most difficult stones to 

fragment using conventional Ho:YAG Lithotripsy. Diameter of debris was characterized 

using optical microscopy and found to be less than 20 um, substantially smaller than that 

produced by long pulsed Ho:YAG ablation. Stone retropulsion, monitored by a high 

speed camera system with a spatial resolution of 15um, was negligible for stones with 

mass as small as 0.06g. Peak shock wave pressures were less than 2 bars, measured by a 

polyvinylidene fluoride needle (PVDF) hydrophone. Ablation dynamics were visualized 

and characterized with pump-probe imaging and fast flash photography and correlated to 

shock wave pressures. Because femtosecond pulsed laser ablates urinary calculi of soft 
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and hard compositions, with micron sized debris, negligible stone retropulsion and small 

shock wave pressures, the successful demonstration of the femtosecond laser lithotripsy 

provided a promising candidate treatment method that may provide advantages over 

existing long-pulse laser lithotripsy.  

Intracorporeal application of femtosecond laser ablation, such as urinary calculus 

lithotripsy, requires use of a waveguide to deliver high energy femtosecond pulses and 

use of a focusing element to concentrate pulse energy onto a targeted region. We 

demonstrated a novel fiber delivery system for both transmitting and focusing high 

energy femtosecond laser pulses for tissue ablation, with high transmission efficiency and 

short focal length. The waveguide we used was optimized for near infrared femtosecond 

beam delivery. The focusing lens was designed to be substantially thin so that energy loss 

or lens damage caused by femtosecond pulses was minimized. Ablation experiments with 

the fiber delivery system were demonstrated on various ex vivo tissues, including tooth, 

otic capsule bone and urinary calculus. The system was compact and can be directly used 

for in vivo tissue ablation. Successful demonstration of the fiber delivery system showed 

its potential for not only femtosecond urinary calculus lithotripsy but also a few other 

femtosecond medical applications, such as middle ear surgery and ablation of dental 

tissues. 

8.1.2 Femtosecond subsurface ablation of skin 

Laser-based skin treatment for aesthetic purposes has been a well-developed 

market valued over US$1 billion. Various procedures, such as wrinkle removal, skin 

whitening, and tattoo removal, have been developed and are still in progress due to 

requirement of less collateral damage and fast healing process. Femtosecond subsurface 

treatment of skin has been investigated previously. Producing subsurface ablation in 
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highly scattering tissues such as skin is more difficult than in transparent tissues.(2)  In 

previous studies, subsurface ablation was demonstrated only when femtosecond pulses 

are focused superficially in skin. In an investigation to provide deeper delivery of focused 

femtosecond light with reduced scattering, potentially producing deeper subsurface 

cavities in scattering tissues, we developed three prototype tissue optical clearing devices 

and applied them to enhance femtosecond beam penetration in rodent skin. Enhancement 

of light penetration using the first TOCD was demonstrated by white light photography. 

Femtosecond laser irradiation of rodent skin using the TOCDs produced subsurface 

cavities at depths up to 1.7 mm as observed in histology images. The successful 

demonstration of the TOCD devices demonstrates their potential application to develop a 

family of novel femtosecond-based dermatological therapies. 

8.2  FUTURE STUDIES 

8.2.1 Further development of fiber delivery system for femtosecond pulses delivery 

A few modifications can be made to improve the delivery performance of the 

fiber delivery system. In the experiments reported, the hollow wave guide (HWG) had 

low transmission efficiency at high bending radius (13 cm). Further improvement of 

hollow wave guide is still required to achieve efficient delivery of femtosecond pulses at 

either low or high bending radius. In addition, efforts can be made to improve 

femtosecond fiber transmission. A collimated femtosecond laser beam was focused into 

the fiber using a plano-convex lens (focal length: 50 cm). However, energy loss in the 

fiber is highly dependent on the launch conditions. The optimal transmission is achieved 

at a beam waist to core radius ratio of 0.64. A telephoto lens system can be developed to 

launch femtosecond beams into fiber. In the experiments a horizontally polarized beam 
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was delivered through the HWG. However, experiments showed that vertically polarized 

beam had better transmission through the HWG. The transmission efficiency of HWGs 

can be further increased by selecting the optical polarization state. The coating material 

of the HWG is hydrophilic. In the experiments reported in my dissertation the HWG was 

used frequently and could be polluted by dust or water in the air. A new HWG with 

sealed ends that operates in a moisture-free environment is expected to provide better 

transmission efficiency.(3) The central region of the half-ball focusing lens that is used 

for concentrating the laser beam is about 0.8mm in diameter. Therefore a majority of 

surrounding material of the lens can be removed and reduce the diameter of focusing lens 

for in vivo application of the system. An AR-coating on both surfaces of the lens would 

increase the transmission efficiency of the system and eliminate the damage caused by 

back light reflection. A change of lens thickness would also help by moving the locus of 

the back-reflection focus out of the lens medium. 

8.2.2  In vivo application of middle ear surgery using fiber delivered femtosecond 

pulses 

Fiber delivery system for femtosecond pulse delivery showed its potential 

application for not only urinary calculus lithotripsy but also middle ear surgery. 

Femtosecond ablation was demonstrated to be a potentially valuable surgical tool for 

middle ear surgery because of several advantages, including less acoustic trauma, more 

precise cutting, and less collateral damage.(4, 5) The geometry of the human ear ensured 

that minimal bending condition was required. The dimension of human ear channel also 

offers enough freedom to position the HWG and the lens. Therefore, current fiber 

delivery system was sufficient for in vivo middle ear surgery. A demonstration of in vivo 

middle ear surgery using the fiber delivery system will be conducted in the future.  
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8.2.3 New design of mechanical optical clearing device for fast clearing effect 

In experiments reported here, the optical window of the TOCD was designed to 

have a flat inner surface or have a cylindrical lens attached. The cylindrical lens provided 

a better optical clearing effect than the flat surface.  To achieve stronger vacuum 

compression and therefore faster optical clearing, one candidate approach is to select a 

different cylindrical lens or alternative bulk materials. A cylindrical lens with larger 

thickness may provide better compression. A glass bar may provide worse compression 

but its flat surface may improve focused beam transmission. Future study in our 

laboratory investigating new type MOCD for enhancement of femtosecond subsurface 

ablation is planned. 

8.2.4 Wavelength dependent clearing effect  

For the experiments described, wavelength dependence of the clearing effect was 

not investigated. However, previous experimental work have demonstrated that 

femtosecond pulses with wavelength range from 1100nm to 2200nm are scattered less 

than those with a wavelength around 775nm.(6, 7) With mechanical optical clearing, 

water concentration in the superficial layer of the skin is reduced so that the absorption to 

wavelengths in the range from 1100 to 2200 nm is reduced.  Femtosecond pulses with a 

longer wavelength mentioned above can penetrate even deeper than 800 nm femtosecond 

pulses. Future studies in our laboratory investigating longer wavelength femtosecond 

pulses for enhancement of femtosecond subsurface ablation are planned. 
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